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Honolulu, Hawaii,
December 15, 1933.

To THE GOVERNOR AND LEGISLATURE

01" THE TERRITORY 01" HAWAII:

GENTLEMEN:

Transmitted herewith is the report of the President of the
University of Hawaii for the year ended June 30, 1933. The
activities of the University are thoroughly covered and the report
deserves careful reading. The broad character of the work be
ing done is, perhaps, not generally understood.

We have entered the present biennium with a reduction of
about 45 per cent in our income from Territorial funds, and have
put into effect the requisite curtailments. Recognizing the seri
ous economic conditions, the members of the faculties have cheer
fully accepted the situation and are loyally carrying on their
work. The Board of Regents hopes that due recognition of this
attitude will be given with the return of better times.

Respectfully,

c. R. HEMENWAY,
Chair11'lan of the Board of Regents.
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Report of the University of Hawaii
(July 1, 1932 to June 30, 1933)

To THE BOARD oF' REGENTS:

In spite of decreased income and a slightly diminished student
enrollment, the University of Hawaii made real progress last
year. The morale both of students and faculty is good, and the
public esteem in which the institution is held is very gratifying.
The record of the year is one in which we can take pride.

We have carried a fair share of the burden of reducing
governmental expenses. We have "trimmed our sails" so that we
enter the present biennium with a reduction of over 45 per cent
in territorial appropriations, as compared with what was appropri
ated by the 1931 Legislature for the University and Normal
School combined. It has been necessary to reduce our instruc
tional and administrative staffs considerably and to cut the salaries
of most of those who remain frOm 10 to 20 per cent; also, a
much larger tuition fee was levied to increase our income from
that source. Territorial taxes last year carried less than half of
the total cost of the University. Student fees, federal aid funds,
and gifts from private sources carried a little more than half.

CAMPUS IMPROVEMENTS

In cooperation with the Territorial Commission on Unem
ployment we have been able to effect certain campus improve
ments which otherwise we could scarcely have undertaken at the
present time. A stone-lined ditch several hundred feet long has
been constructed along the upper boundary of the University pro
perty, thus solving an important part of our drainage problem
which has been troubling us for many years. Another large im
provement is the grading of the land south of the gymnasium for
use as a drill field and basebaH grounds. In addition to these
two major jobs, several strips of sidewalk have been laid and the
Varney Memorial fountain is being constructed.

BOARD CHANGES

It is a sorrowful task to record the death of one member of
this Board and the resignation of another. Rev. Akaiko Akana,
beloved pastor of Kawaiahao Church and acknowledged leader
of the Hawaiian people, served on the Board from 1921 to the
day of his death, February 16, 1933. His place on the Board
has been taken by one of our alumni, Carl Farden of the class
of 1925.



6 REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT .'Dr. Charles B. Cooper served on the Board from 1922 to
near the end of 1932, when pressure of other duties caused him
to resign. His place was filled by Dr. Arthur L. Dean, a former
president of the University.

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

The total enrollment of students last year showed a shrink
age of not quite 5 per cent as compared with that of the preced
ing year. It was expected that the increase of the tuition fee from
$30 a year to $100 would materially reduce the attendance, but
such seems not to have been the case. In the number of regular
undergraduate candidates for degress there was a decrease of 14
per cent, but this was due to the severe limitation on enrollment
in the Teachers College which was put into effect at the beginning
of the academic year 1932-1933.

There is far too much of a tendency today to measure the
social value of a college education by vocational results. I f a
graduate cannot at once find a job supposedly commensurate with
his higher training, then his university education is called use
less and is thought to have entailed a waste of public money.

The fact is that the college experience cannot be fairly valued
in terms of earning power alone, nor by the promptitude with
which a graduate is given a job. There are values not thus
measurable which are of great significance to the social order,
and it is these that any good university tries to make its students
gain in their educational process.

This is prefatory to the statement that the enrollment of the
university need not be made to conform t6 apparent demand for
new recruits in various vocations and professions. In a division
of the university which devotes itself wholly to the training of
youth for a certain profession, such as the Teachers College, a
reasonably intelligent effort ought to be made to keep student
enrollment within the bounds of employment demand, but not so
in the university as a whole. The only factors which should be
allowed to exert their limiting effects are, first, the capacity of
the individual to respond profitably to the experience and, second.
the capacity of the people to pay, either by private or public
means, the costs involved. To curtail enrollments merely because
som: of the 1933 graduates are not in good jobs would be very
unwise.

FACULTY AND LECTURERS

Augmenting the strength of our regular faculty, several not
able professors and lecturers have been with us for parts of the
year. Among these were the following: Dr. P. Metzner, Director
of the Institute of Botany at the University of Griefswald, Ger-
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many, who spent a month with us; Hamlin Garland, well known
author; Christopher Morley, playwright and author.

The Summer Session brought to Hawaii a group of outstand
ing men in several fields:

Philosophy:
Boyd H. Bode, Ohio State University.
Peng-chun Chang, Nankai University, China.

Literature:
Lee E. Bassett, Stanford University.
B. H.Lehman, University of California.

Art:
M. Yanagi, Senchu University, Japan.

Anthropology:
Charles T. Loram, Yale University.

Education:
John O. Creager, New York University.
John A. Hockett, University of California.
Willis L. Uhl, University of Washington.

History:
Robert C. Clark, University of Oregon.

We have enjoyed a closer relationship with the H. S. P. A.
Experiment Station and with the Bishop Museum, several of their
staff members having been associated with us in our educational
enterprise.

Retirement on account of age removed four from our faculty:
Dr. Tasuku Harada, Professor of Japanese Language and

History.
Esther Kelle, Instructor in Hawaiian Arts and Crafts.
Margaret Bergen, Lecturer in Sociology.
Ida MacDonald, long a member of the Normal School and

Teachers College library staff.

Other separations were as follows:

Associate Professors:
Robt. R. Spencer, to become principal of Roosevelt

High School.
H. L. Chung, Specialist in Animal Husbandry on the

Extension Service staff, to engage in business.

Assistant Professors:
Marguerite C. Rand, Romance Languages.
Blanchard P. Steeves, Education.
Lorle S. Weeber, Psychology.
T. C. Zschokke, Extension Forester.
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Instructors:
Helene B. Biggs, French.
Alice E. Davis, English.

War Department orders removed three valuable members from
the Re.serve Officers Training Corps staff: Col. Adna G. Clarke,
who was transferred to another position in the University; Capt.
E. A. Rudelius, and Capt. Cecil J. Gridley.

Absent on leave during all or a part of the year were Profes
sors C. H. Edmondson (Zoology), Irving O. Pecker (French and
Spanish), F. E. Armstrong (Agricultural Education), and
Librarian Mary Pringle; Dean Benjamin O. Wist* of Teachers
College and Prof. William McCluskey* were given leave to make
a survey of the educational situation in Samoa.

Additions to the faculty were fewer in number last year than
in some earlier years. The following departments of the Uni
versity were affected:

Sociology, by the coming of Dr. Edgar T. Thompson from the
University of Chicago to take the place of Mr. Glick; and
by the addition of Nell Findley of the Honolulu Social
Service Bureau to assist Miss Bergen.

Chemistry, by the substitution of Dr. John H. Payne for Dr.
Wrenshall.

R. O. T. C., by the coming of Capt. Donald M. Bartow to
take Col. Clarke's place, and L1. Robert H. Offley to fill
Capt. Gridley's post. Capt. Rudelius's position was not
filled.

The following were appointed as Assistants:
Helene Berg, in German.
F. R. Fosberg, in Botany.
J ana Glenn, in Home Economics.
J almer Halls, in Political Science.
Spencer Tinker, in Zoology.

FACULTY SALARIES

Salaries of the instructional staff now stand at a level about
20 per cent lower than in 1931, for there was a cut of 10 per cent
in 1932 and now an indirect reduction of another 10 per cent. This
latter is not an outright cut, but a leng~hening of the yearly term
of service from nine months to eleven. Hereafter it will be ex
pected of all faculty members that they serve in the summer ses-·
sion or in some other line of work for the University during the
summer period without additional compensation. This is equi-

*Salary paid by the Barstow Foundation during the entire period of
absence.
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valent to a reduction of salary of at least 10 per cent, if not more.
The faculty members are accepting this situation in a very

good spirit, because they desire to cooperate with the Territory
in meeting the difficult economic crisis through which it is passing.
Like all others, however, they are looking upon the pr.esent situ
ation as more or less temporary and expecting that if and when
prosperity returns salaries will be restored to something like the
level of 1931.

In comparison with present salaries of other comparable ter
ritorial employees, our faculty salaries are low, as is true, also,
in a comparison with those paid by the business establishments of
the Islands.

Even more significant, however, is the comparison with sal
aries paid by mainland universities and colleges, for it is this which
determines in the long run the quality of our teaching and re
search staffs. Thus far our schedule of salaries has been about
,equal to the average of the country as a whole and we have been
able to maintain an adequately good staff, in spite of the handi
cap of geographical isolation which is viewed by scholars more
seriously than by other types of people. Now we are confronted
by the problem of holding our staff, for not all mainland univer
sities have reduced salary schedules alike. Some have found it
necessary to cut even lower than we have, but some of the better
ones have not. And this makes our problem difficult, for already
several of our stronger faculty members have- been attracted away
from us, because of the fear that remaining here they would face
a relatively uncertain future.

The members of our staff are quite willing to bear their share
of the burden of the present crisis, but if they are made to feel
by an unduly critical public that the reduced schedule of salaries
will continue indefinitely, even though the cost of living should
rise and the wages and salaries paid by business and industrial
<concerns should move upward, then inevitably and naturally there
will be a tendency for our staff to seek other connections and the
general level of our effectiveness as an educational institution will
-decline seriously.

If this unfortunate situation is to be avoided, members of
the Board of Regents must be alert, at the turning of the economic
tide, to urge our public to support a return to previous salary
levels with reasonable promptness. A declaration of such a
policy will do much to remove the fear of uncertainty from the
minds of our faculty members and cause them to give less thought
to the finding of other and more favorable positions for them
selves.

-..
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Some members of the faculty find sufficient time for pro-
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ductive work outside the class room, as indicated by the follow
ing list of titles of their publications during the year.

Adams, Romanzo. The Peoples of Hawaii, American Council In-'
stitute of Pacific Relations, pp. 58, 1933.
"Intermarriage in Hawaii: A Case Study," ((Journ. SocioL
and Soc. Res., Nov.-Dec., 1932.
"Studies in the Trends of the Population of Hawaii," Ex
hibit D, Hearing before U. S. Senate Committee on Ter
ritories, Jan. 1933.

Allen, O. N. Manual of Laboratory Exercises for General Bac
teriology, mimeographed.
"Attempts to Demonstrate Symbiotic Nitrogen-fixing Bac
teria Within Tissues of Cassia tora," Amer. Journ. Bot."
Vol. 20, pp. 79-84, 1933.
See, also, l\tlagistad.

Babcock, Marjory. A Comparison of Delinquent and Non-del
inquent Boys by Objective Measures of Personality, pri-,
vately printed, 1933.

Beck, N. B. "Bringing the World to the Class Room," Paradise'
of the Pacific, pp. 16 ff. August, 1932.
"Hamlin Garland-Historian of American Frontier Edu
cation in the West," Hawaii Educational Review, pp. 78
ff. November', 1932.
(with Martin, C. E.) Ed. "Pacific Problems," Quarterly
Bulletin, Vol. XII, No.2, pp. 158.

Bice, C. M. "Poultry Diseases Common in Hawaii," Hawaii
Agr. Exp. Sta. Circ. 5, pp. 39, Sept., 1932.
"Cane Molasses in Poultry Rations," Hawaii Agr. Exp.
Sta. Bul. 67, pp. 16, June, 1933.

Cameron, M. K. "Tourist Expenditures in Hawaii," U. of H.
Dec. Papers, No. 17, pp. 16, Jan., 1933.

Carter, Walter. "Studies of Populations of Pseudococcus bre
vipes (Ckl.) occurring on Pineapple Plants," Ecology, Vol.
13, No.3, pp. 296-304, July, 1932.
"Border Plantings as Guard Rows in Pineapple Mealy
Bug Control," Journal of Economic Entomology, Vol. 25,
No.5, pp. 1027-1030, October, 1932.
"Comparison of Tobacco Dust with Other Forms of Nico
tine in Control of Yellow Spot Disease of Pineapples,"
Journal of Economic Entomology, Vol. 25, No.5, pp.
1031-1035, October, 1932.
(with K. Ito) "Some Effects of Pseudococcus brevipes
(Ckl.) on Pineapple Fruit," Proceedings of the Hawaiian.
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Entomological Society, Vol. 8, No.1, pp. 37-39, November,
1932.
"The Pineapple Mealy Bug, Pseudococcus brevipes, and
Wilt of Pineapples," Phytopathology, Vol. 23, No.3, pp.
207-242, March, 1933.
"The Spotting of Pineapple Leaves Caused by Pseudo
coccus brevipes, the Pineapple Mealy Bug," Phytopath
ology, Vol. 23, No.3, pp. 243-259, March, 1933.

Chapman, Royal N. "What the Territory Expects of our Pro
duct," Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Convention,.
Hawaii Education Association, pp. 124-137, December,
1932.

Collins, J. L. (with H. R. Hagan). "Varietal Resistance of
Pineapple Roots to the Nematode H eterode1~a radicicola
(Greeff) Muller," Journal of Heredity, Vol. 23, No. 11,.
November, 1932; Vol. 23, No. 12, December, 1932.
"Morphological and Cytological Characteristics of Triploid
Pineapples," Cytologia, Vol. 4, 'No.3, pp. 248-256, June,
1933.
"The Genotype of the Cayenne Pineapple," Proceedings,
Hawaiian Academy of Science, Bishop Museum Special
Publication 21, 1933.

Coulter, J. W. "The Island of Hawaii," Journ. Geogr., Vol. 31.
pp. 225-236, Sept., 1932.
"The Eruption of Kilauea in 1931," Bul. Geogr. Sac.
Philadelphia, Vol. XXX, Oct., 1932.
"Harbin, Strategic City of the Pioneer Fringe," Pacific
Affairs, Vol. 5, pp. 967-972, Nov., 1932.
"The Oahu Sugar Cane Plantation," Econ. Geogr., pp.
60-71, Jan., 1933.

Crawford, D. L. "Education as a Tool for Readjustment," The
Friend, pp. 466-7, Aug., 1932. .
"Developing Closer Relations Between Universities of East
and West," Hawaii Educ. Re"!., pp. 39-40, Oct. 1932.
"Whither Hawaii?" Proc. Inst. World Affairs, Riverside,
California, pp. 77-84, Dec., 1932.
Can Nations be Neighbors? The Stratford Co., Boston,
pp. 120, December, 1932.
"Depression and Education," Pomona College Magazine,
pp. 82-84" Jan., 1933.

Donaghho, J. S. "Notes and Computations in Obtaining Azi
muth From Star Observations," U. of H. Occ. Papers,
No. 15, pp. 18, Sept., 1932.

r
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Farden, C. A. (See Magistad).

Goff, R. A. (See Ripperton).
Edmondson, C. H. "A Giant Latreillopsis From Hawaii," Bi

shop Mus. Dec. Papers, Vol. IX, No. 24, 1932.
"Cryptochirus of the Central Pacific," Bishop Mus. Dec.
Papers, Vol. X, No.5, 1933.

Godfrey, G. H. (with H. M. Hoshino). "Studies on Certain
Environmental Relations of the Root Knot Nematode,
Heterodera radicicola," Phytopathology, Vol. 23, No.1, pp.
41-62, January, 1933.
(with J. M. Oliveira and E. B. H. Gittel.) "The Dura
tion of Life of the Root Knot Nematode Heterodera radi
cicola in Soils Subjected to Drying," Soil Science, Vol. 35,
No.3, pp. 185-195, March, 1933.
(with H. R. Hagan.) "Influence of Soil Hydrogen-ion
Concentration on Infection by H eterodera radicicola
(Greeff) Muller," Soil Science, Vol. 35, No.3, pp. 175
184, March, 1933.

Hagan, H. R. "Comparisons in the Distribution of Nematode
Galls on the· Roots of Pineapple Varieties Attacked by the
Nematode Heterodera radicic0 la, (GreeH) Muller," Soil
Science, Vol. 35, No.1, pp. 29-42, January, 1933.

Henke, L. A. "A Survey of Dairying in Hawaii," U. of H. Ex
tension Bul. 19, pp. 12, May, 1933.

I to, K. (See Carter).
Kuykendall, R. S. "Some Early Schoolmen of Modern Hawaii,"

Hawaii Educ. Rev., Oct. Nov., Dec., 1932; Mar., Apr.,
1933.
"Thomas George Thrum: a Sketch of his Life," Haw.
Annual for 1933, pp. 43-47.
Memoranda incorporated in "Brief of Hawaii Legisla
tive Commission,'" pp. 61-65, 77-83, 130-133. Adminr
istration in Hawaii. Hearing before the Committee on
Territories and Insular Affairs, United States Senate Jan
uary 16, 1933. Washington: 1933.
"The Schooner Missionary Packet," 41st Ann. Rep. Ha
waiian Historical Society, pp. 81-90, May, 1933.

Lee" Shao Chang. "Legends of the Moon," Pa·radise of the
Pacific, 'Nov. 1932.
"Contributions of Chinese Colleges and Universities to
Amicable International Relations," Mid-Pacific Magazine,
Sept., 1932.
"Rebirth of Chinese Civilization," a series of articles in

f
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Chinese published by the United Chinese News (Hono
lulu), March 25 to April 22, 1933.
"Under Heaven," Canto.n Gazette~ June 28, 1933.
"The Rebirth of an Old Civilization," U. H. Quarterly
Bulletin) Sept., 1933.

Lind, Andrew W. "Voting in Hawaii," Exhibit E) Hearing Be
fore U. S. Senate Com111ittee on Territories~ Jan., 1933.

Livesay, T. M. "A Study of Public Education in Hawaii," V ~

of H. Research Publ. No.7, pp. 120, 1932.

MacDonald, Norman A.* "Dramatics as a Factor in Education,'''
Hawaii Educational Review) pp. 149, January, 1933.

Magistad, O. C. (with C. A. Farden and C. B. Lambert)~

"Yields of Pineapples as Influenced by Fertilization and
Conformity to the Law of Diminishing Increment," ]our
nal of American Society of Agronomy) Vol. 24, pp. 610
622, 1932.
(with O. N. Allen.) "Effect of Liming on the Growth of
Pigeon Peas in Hawaiian Soils," Philippine Agriculturist)
Vol. 21, No. 10, pp. 654-644, March 1933.

Mehrlich, F. P. uPseudopythhun phytophthoron as a Synonym
Phytophthora cinna11w1ni;'~ M ycologia) Vol. 24, pp. 453
454, 1932.
"The Fungicidal Control of Phytophthora Heart Rot of
Pineapple Plants." (Abstract) Pythopathology~ Vol. 22, p~

997, 1932.
"Physiology and Pathogenicity of Species of Phytoph
thora that Cause Heart Rot of Pineapple Plants." (Ab
stract) Phytopathology~ Vol. 22, pp. 1001-1002, 1932.

Miller, C. D. "The Vitamins," U. of H. Occ. Papers~ No. 16,.
p. 9, Dec., 1932.
"Absorption of Vitamin B by Brassica chinensis," ]ourn~
Biol. Chem.~ Vol. 100, pp. 731-735, 1933.
Family Food Budgets~ printed in leaflet form by the Uni-
versity, 1933. .

Morita, H. T. (with G. H. Godfrey). "Thermal Death Point of
H eterodera radicicola in relation to time,"Phytopathology~
Vol. 23, No.3, pp. 260-270, March, 1933.

Otremba, H. S. "How to Make and Use a Foundation Pat-
tern," U. H. Coop. Ext. Service in Agr. and Home Econ.,.
mimeographed circular, 1933.
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Pope, W. T. (with W. B. Storey). "Grafting Tropical Fruit
Trees in Hawaii," Hawaii Agr. Exp. Sta. Circ. 6, pp. 24,
April, 1933.

Porteus, S. D. "Home in Hawaii," Review of Reviews, Feb.
1933, 60, 63.
See, also, page 29 for additional titles.

Riley, M. K. Some Effects of Toxic Gases on Blood of the
Cockroach, published by Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa,
1932.

Ripperton, J. C. (with R. A. Goff, D. W. Edwards and W. C.
Davis) . "Range Grasses of Hawaii," Haw. Agr. Exp.
Sta. Bul. 65, June, 1933.

Rowland, Donald. "The Sonora Frontier of New Spain, 1735
1745," in New Spain and the Anglo-American West, Lan
caster Press, 1932.

Sakimura, K. "Life History of Trips tabaci L. on Emilia sa
gittata and Its Host Plant Range in Hawaii," Journal of
Economic Entomology, Vol. 25, No.4, pp. 884-896, Au
gust, 1932.

Sideris, C. P. (with B. H. Krauss). "Carences Minerales des
Plantes: Ie Role Physiologique du Fer du Titane, du Man
ganese, du Bore et du Fluor sur Ie Development de l'
Ananas sativus et du Zea Mays.n Invitational paper
printed in Proceedings Deuxiel-ne Congres International
de Pathologie Comparee, Paris, 1932.

Smith, Madorah E. "Grammatical Errors in the Speech of Pre
School Children," Child Development, Vol. IV, No.2, pp.
183-190, June, 1933.

St. John, H. "Weeds of the Pineapple Fields of the Hawaiian
Islands," U. of H. Research Publ. No.6, pp. 196,83 plates,
Sept., 1932.
"Noxious Weeds of Hawaiian Pineapple Fields," Bishop
Mus., Spec. Bul. 20, 1932.
((Zanthoxylum semiarticulat1,f,m,n in Degener's Flora Ha
waiiensis, Dec., 1933.
"Hawaiian Plant Studies-I," Bishop Mus. Occ. Papers,
Vol. X, No.4, Feb. 15, 1933.
"The Sausage Tree", Paradise of Pacific, Vol. 46, March,
1933.

Wadsworth, H. A. "The Optical Lever as a Tool in Physiolo
gical Studies," Pl. Phys. Vol. 4, pp. 727-731, 1932.
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STUDIES OF RACE AND RACE RELATIONS*

The period covered in this report was the sixth year of a
rather intensive p.rogram of study of racial characteristics and the

. relations of certain races resident in Hawaii. In this we have
had generous support from the Rockefeller Foundation. In re
search of this kind one cannot properly expect to see immediate
results, for dependable and accurate data are by no means easy
to obtain and the interp.retation of these data must be made with
very great care, lest unwarranted conclusions be drawn and seri
ous social damage result as a consequence.

It is especially appropriate that work of this kind be done in
Hawaii, for several factors make this group of Islands a veritable
racial laboratory of almost unique significance. The value of
these studies is, therefore, not chiefly for Hawaii but for the
world. Hence, we have sought financial assistance from one of
the great foundations, rather than place the entire burden of cost
upon local resources.

T~e Rockefeller Foundation has already given us $170,000
for thIS purpose and has promised an additional $45,000.

The studies are directed along three major lines; biological,
including physical anthropology, genetics, blood groupings, basal
metabolism, etc.; psychological, and sociological.

Biological Aspects of the Study. Our first approach to the
problem was in our Psychological Clinic, where many representa
tives of our various races were being examined in the course of
its daily service to the Territory. As this body of data became
larger, its significance and value in a broad study of human races
became more and more obvious, and the need of extending the
scope of the investigations to include biological phases impressed
itself upon us. At this point the Rockefeller Foundation joined
with us to give the breadth and adequacy which was lacking. A
grant of $20,000 a year was promised for a period of five years,
beginning in 1927.

The first step in the enlarged program was to bring to the
University Dr. Frederic Wood Jones, Professor of Anatomy in
the University of Adelaide in Australia, than whom probably no
one was better informed in the physical anthropology of the races
inhabiting the Pacific area. He came for a period of three years
to make certain fundamental studies, upon the basis of which our
subsequent work could proceed with more security and clarity.
Addressing himself to the basic question as to what constitutes a
race, he engaged in an intensive study in the course of which he

*1 have incorporated into this part of my report several extended
statements prepared by the research men who are conducting the
studies: Dr. Romanzo Adams, Dr. S. D. Porteus, and Dr. H. L. Shap
iro.
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published his notable book, Man's Place Among the Mammals.*
Important in this book was his discussion of the two factors, here
dity and environment, both of which are of great significance in
a study such as we were undertaking, and the interactions of the.
two so confusing. This book was followed by another, The
Matrix of the Mind, produced in collaboration with the Director
of our Psychological Clinic, Dr. S. D. Porteus. This, also, was
fundamental to subsequent studies, for it was necessary to have
a clear understanding of a man as a thinking animal and to know
the mechanism of his mental processes.

Meanwhile, he had been making very extensive studies of
skeletal remains of the ancient Hawaiian race, as well as of
materials representative both of present day Hawaiians and of
other races. Out of this came his devising of an effective metho<i
for representing graphically a number of anthropological factors
which can scarcely be expressed numerically, an extremely im
portant contribution to the science of anthropology. Another
result of his work was the publication of Measurements and Land
marrks in Physical Anthropology, which lays a good foundation for
the standardization of future anthropometrical work both here
and elsewhere.

, Upon the completion of this phase of our task, Dr. Wood
Jones returned to Australia. The next step in the anthropological
line was to make a very careful genetical study of hybrid groups.
The Hawaiian race, prior to the coming of the whites a century
and a half ago, probably was the nearest approach to a biologically
pure racial group anywhere on this earth, because of long isola
tion away from all other races. Then, in the last 150 years this
same race had become the matrix, so to speak, of very extensive
fusion, and it was believed that the results of this would be par
ticularly significant if a thorough examination could be made.

Of the several hybrid groups, the Chinese-Hawaiian seemed
to offer the best opportunity for' study. Its history was recent
enough to provide accurate genealogical records and old enough
to have enabled the necessary number of generations to have
grown to maturity. Furthermore there was a sufficiently large
population of this origin to make adequate sampling possible.
Na other single group had all these combined advantages.

For this study, Dr. H. L. Shapiro, of the American Museum
of Natural History in New York, joined our staff and brought
two able assistants with him from Harvard University. '

To attain the greatest possible flexibility in future analysis,
the problem was addressed from various angles, and the collecting
of data was designed to allow scope for a number of methods.
In the first place, adequate samples of the adult population were to

*Bibliographical data of this and other publications mentioned here
by title are given at the end of this section of my report.

--'1
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be gathered from at least six groups. These comprised the stand
ard mendelian generations of two parental, first and second
generation crosses and two back-crosses. In order to include the
dynamic aspect of the development and growth of various .traits,
a growth study was also planned. Children from five years to
maturity in each of the six genetic groups were to be added to the
sum total of records. In addition, the study was conceived to
encompass complete families wherever practicable, although the
exigencies of field work do not always permit it.

In the process of organizing the problem, it became apparent
that, whereas the Hawaiians were a population long established and
adjusted to local environmental conditions, the. Chinese, on the
contrary, were newcomers to a milieu differing radically from their
former environment. Consequently it was essential in the com
parative nature of the study to, determine accurately whether or
not the Chinese physical type had undergone any modification in
the course of their settlement in the Hawaiian Islands. The ob
vious materials for such a determination were present in Hawaii,
in the Chinese born in ·China and the Chinese born in Hawaii.
But this was not adequate. In the first place, the age of immi
grant Chinese born in China was largely in the more advanced
period, while the Hawaiian born Chinese were on the average con
siderably younger. There was a second difficulty, too, that of
determining how much, if any, selection there had been in the
Chinese immigrants themselves. It seemed 'eVident that the only
satisfactory way of finally settling this important point was to
secure a control group of equivalent ages and occupations in
China, if possible from the same families and villages from which
the Hawaiian Chinese came. Fortunately, the Chinese in Ha
waii originated in a well localized area in southern China, near
Canton, and have maintained communication with their families.

As a check on the results of this study on the stability of the
Chinese type in Hawaii and also because of the promise which this
type of fundamental research offered, it was decided to extend
the study to the Japanese who likewise lent themselves admirably
to this form of investigation. There is in Hawaii a young gen
eration of Japanese born in Hawaii and a parental group born in
Japan which is derived from a limited section near Hiroshima in
southern Japan.

Excellent progress has been made in these lines. 'The Japanese
series in Hawaii and their control group in Japan, totalling almost
3,000 reco.rds, have been gathered. ' The Chinese-Hawaiian data
in Hawaii comprising 6,000 records have also been completed.
In addition, the blood groupings have been determined. Not only
have the records been secured of samples in each of the six genetic
groups, but a large corpus of data on. children and on complete
families has also been gathered. The final field work on these
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projects has now been brought to a close with the completion of
the collection of data on the Chinese families in China.

These anthropological data, consisting of approximately 11,000
records, are being reduced statistically for us at the laboratories
of Harvard University, which are better equipped for this than
our own. Although the progress made thus far by means of Hol
erith machines is very rapid compared with the hand method,
the vast· bulk of records requires considerable time for the cal
culation of indices, punching of cards, and checking. Another year
at least is needed to complete the statistics.

Even though the accumulated data are only partly digested, it
is possible to indicate something of the nature of the conclusions
which are taking shape. Dr. Shapiro states that the genetic
aspects of the study are extremely promising. Clear evidence of
mendelian behavior in the inheritance of a number of physical
traits is apparent. This is believed to be the first study of race
mixture which is based on the standard genetic set-up by genera
tions. For that reason its implications are pregnant.

"Particularly interesting are the results emerging from the
investigation of the stability of the human physical type," says
Dr. Shapiro. "Although this problem underlies all work on race,
it has been unaccountably neglected. Boas's brilliant work twenty
years ago' on the same subject omitted the fundamental factor of
a control group. That lack is corrected in the present investiga
tion. From the incomplete analysis, there appear to be significant
quantitative changes in the physical type of the Orientals born in
Hawaii as compared with their parents and their relatives in China
and Japan. The stature of the Hawaiian born has increased
materially and involves a train of sequelae in the general archi
tecture of the body. The diameters of the head are also concerned
in these changes."

With the rapid accumulation of blood groupings for various
races throughout the world, the several series obtained in this
investigation have added significance, especially since they suggest
a closer relationship of Hawaiians with Aryan than with ,Asiatic
stocks.

The basal metabolic rate has been given some attention in our
studies almost from the outset, Professor Carey D. Miller con
ducting this study in her Foods and Nutrition laboratories. In
this work we sought the cooperation of the Carnegie Institution
laboratories in Boston, for it was well known that Dr. F. G. Bene
dict was the outstanding figure in this field of research. What
little had been done in the way of comparing human races suggest
ed a lower metabolic rate for Orientals, but it was recognized that
no really adequate test had ever been made.. This work is so time
consuming ~hat in several years it has been possible to examine
only about 200 subjects, which means more than 400 tests because
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some individuals have required three tests instead of the cus
tomary two. Each test has to be preceded by the serving of a
special breakfast in the laboratory and a period of rest. The tak
ing of data requires so much time that only one subject can be
handled each morning by the investigator.

No analysis of the data accumulated thus far has been at
t~mpted because of the comparatively small number in each racial·
group. The general trend of the results indicates that all races
here have basal metabolic rates somewhat below the predictions
made from standard tables.

Mental Measurements. The earlier studies in race compar
isons by our Psychological Clinic had been quite incidental to its
regular work, but the new support provided by the Rockefeller
Foundation made it possible to enlarge the staff and undertake a
program of psychological investigation which would be some
thing more than a by-product of clinic work.

The use of various standard tests for mental measurements
showed their inadequacy for a task of this kind where not only
different languages but very diverse cultural backgrounds were
involved. Dr. Porteus, accordingly, developed his new "Form and
Assembling Test" for the comparative measurement of racial
mental alertness, applying the test to some 5,000 individuals of
many racial and hybrid groups.

"The study* revealed the effect of geographical or cultural
selection, in that two groups of whites in Hawaii considerably
excelled another group of whites of similar educational standing
examined in schools in a town in eastern United States and
these, in turn, were ahead of a group of Portuguese.

"After the whites in Hawaii, second place was taken by the
Japanese, followed hard by the Koreans, third and fourth places
being filled by the white-Hawaiians, with the Chinese several
points . below. However, expressed in terms of intelligence
quotient levels, only a few points separated the various racial
groups. A little lower in the scale came the Chinese-Hawaiians
and then the mainland whites. This study proved that in mental
alertness the children of Oriental immigrants in Hawaii excelled
white children of a manufacturing and agricultural town in New
Jersey.

"Taking next into consideration the question of a racial hybrid
ism, we find that an excellent showing was made by a group of
65 Chinese-white-Hawaiians, the white mixture in this group
being north European. Their average 1. Q. was .108, exceeding
even that of the Japanese group. There seems to be no other

*Quotations are from "Human Studies in Hawaii," by S. D. Porteus,
published in University of Hawaii Quarterly Bul. Vol. XII, No.3, p.
92, 1933.



explanation for this excellent record save superior ability in the
traits measured by this test.

"As far as this test is concerned, there is no support for the
view commonly held in this territory that the Chinese-Hawaiian
is a better racial mixture than the white-Hawaiian. Nor, as
regards the position of Hawaiian crosses in general, is there
justification for the view that the mixtures are either better or
worse than the parent group. Apparently they tend to occupy an
intermediate position in each case. With regard to the Chinese
white-Hawaiian mixtures, however, there seems to be a distinct
tendency for this tri-cross to approach more closely the white
performance and to excel the performance of the other racial
hybrid groups. Apparently mixture of blood in a racial group
is not per se a disadvantage, notwithstanding assertions frequently
made to the contrary.

"Dr. C. M. Louttit carried out a study of Hawaiian mixtures
at Kamehameha Scho.ol, using,the Binet, Porteus Maze, and Healy
Completion tests. His results with this educationally selected
group of part Hawaiians bear out practically the conclusions pre
viously obtained.

"For the purposes of this study, the Binet Test results may be
taken as reflecting, in the main, school learning capacity, the
Porteus :Maze Test, mental alertness, prudence" and planning
capacity, and the Healy Completion T~st, the ability to analyze
correctly certain simple social situations. After noting the ex-o
cellence of the all around response of the part Hawaiians to the
tests, Dr. Louttit proceeds to the analysis of the scores by racial
groups and finds that, in the case of boys, the Chinese-white
Hawaiians take first place in all three tests, again demonstrating
the superiority of tri-cross. The white-Hawaiians take second
place in all three tests, while the Chinese are last in the Binet and
Porteus Maze but excel the Hawaiian group in one test, the Healy.
In the case of girls, the Hawaiian-white-Chinese again take first
place in both the Binet and Maze tests, providing further evidence
of the superiority of this group.

"Another study in connection with our program was that
made by Dr. T. M. Livesay and Dr. Louttit on the reaction time
of students of different races. The results were mainly. of nega':'
tive value, indicating, as might be ,expected, that responses of this
nature are likely to' be at or about the same level in all races.

"Some, racial comparisons. in intelligence are also included by
Dr. Mar.jorie E., Babcock, Assistant Director of the Psychological
Clinic, in a monograph' dealing with clinical psychology in Hawaii.
As a basis for this study, the test records of 760 cases of dif
ferent races, who were referred to the Clinic for mental exam-'
ination, were analyzed. These cases were all problems either from
the standpoint of the home,. the school, or the community at large.
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As the period of study extended over several years, there were
sufficient cases to enable the author to gauge the social a.djust
ment of the various racial groups by considering the number of
each in proportion to the school population. '

"The results of this analysis were extremely interesting. The
Porto Rican group constituted the most serious problem in social
adjustment, no fewer than 107 for every 1,000 of the school
population of that racial group being referred to the clinic for
examination. The Portuguese, with 79 per 1,000, were second,
followed by the Filipinos with 68 per 1,000. The Hawaiian and
part Hawaiian groups had 54 'cases per 1,000 referred, the Spanish
came fifth with 36, the Koreans next with 31, while the Chinese
with 17 and the Japanese with 15 per 1,000 occupied the most
favorable positions. From these figures it is apparent that the
Oriental groups in the Hawaiian population are making consider...,
ably the best social adjustment in the community. In attempt
ing to assess the racial progress of a group, we must take these
matters of social adjustment into consideration, as well as the in
telligence level.

"However, Dr. Babcock was able to show that there is prob
ably a connection between social adjustment and intelligence be
cause the order of cases in intelligence levels by the Binet test was
practically the same as the order of races in social adjustment.
She included in her studies an analysis of the records of a large
number of cases by both the Binet and Porteus Maze tests. In the
performance test the differences between the groups were less
marked than in the Binet.

"An extension of this study of Dr. Babcock's is at present
being undertaken, the results being as yet unpublished. This con"7
sists of a tabulation by race of the intelligence quotients of 4,819
cases examined by the Binet and 4,130 cases examined by the
Porteus lVlaze Test. These are all clinic cases and have been
referred for examination for a variety of reasons, behavior dif
ficulties and educational retardation being the most common. As
in Dr. Babcock's study, these cases cannot be considered as other
than representing a selected group and are, therefore, not adequate
samples of the racial groups as a whole. However,. since the
numbers are so large, it may be taken for granted~that these cases
represent a certain grade or level of the population. It is as if
we drew a certain line of division through the mental distribution
of the races and examined all cases falling below that line. Hence
our results may be taken to indicate the comparative mental status
of each racial group below this level. It should be supplemented
by other studies a~ average levels of adjustment and, in order to
give the whole picture, it should be paralleled wi:th an examination
of <;hildren of each race ~bove a certain level.; In short, before we
can complete our comparisons of racial. groups, we require. the
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data of variability so as to know to what degree the upper levels
of ability are represented in each race."

Attention was turned, also, to "what are sometimes called
psycho-physical differences, and these were studied in the races
represented in Hawaii by Dr. R. G. Bernreuter. Measurements
of left and right grip, vital capacity, back strength, back and leg
strength, arm shoulder squeeze and pull, height, and weight were
taken, the subjects being 12-year old boys. The result of these
comparisons will be published in a forthcoming study. It was
our object to discover, if possible, what the physical differences
in bodily development found by Sullivan were worth in terms of
muscular efficiency.

"Memory abilities in the various races in Hawaii have been
investigated by Dr. Louttit and the results published in an article
in the Journal of Social Psychology. He used as subjects 12-year
old boys and girls of white, Japanese, Chinese, and Hawaiian or
part Hawaiian ancestry who were attending certain public schools
in Honolulu. He also included in the comparisons a group of
university students of different races. There were four memory
tests employed.

"Wide as is the range of racial representation in Hawaii,
the investigation of mental differences here is somewhat handi
capped because .those differences are, in the nature of things,
rather limited. The mental and social status of the various groups
tend to be more equivalent because we have no primitive races
represented here. Neither the Polynesians in general nor the
aboriginal Hawaiian group are by any means primitive. Though
the Polynesians were limited, by the dearth of metals, to the use
of stone adzes as cutting tools, their material culture was in other
respects highly developed. Their houses, canoes, weapons, orna
ments, and clothing were, ethnographically speaking, well advanc
ed in comparison with many other native races. Then, too, their
rapid assimilation of western education and manner of living
indicates an adaptability that is proof of good natural intelligence.
The Oriental racial groups, Chinese, Koreans, and Japanese, came
from highly developed and long established civilizations. It is
true that these individuals were brought to Hawaii as plantation
laborers and as such were drawn from the lower industrial and
social levels. Experience has, however, shown that emigration to
Hawaii has opened up, for many of these people, much more
favorable opportunities for intelligent functioning, so that ability
which must have remained undiscovered or repressed in their
home conditions has had here a chance to come to light. The
average level of intelligence of these emigrant groups is certainly
not low. The Filipinos cannot be regarded as being properly
classified with primitive people. As a matter of fact, the lowest
group'in Hawaii is the Porto Rican, which does not represent a
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race at all but is of very mixed racial origin.
"The student of racial differences is handicapped by the fact

that the intellectual status of the groups here has tended towards
equalization. He may discover differences by applying tests and
measurements, but because he has no racial scale graduated low
enough in the order of intelligence he cannot judge accurately of
the importance of the differences when found. It would certainly
be advantageous to apply the tests and measurements to a group
of people for whom the advantages of nurture have been held at
a minimum. The performance of such a primitive race would
constitute a kind of zero point with which other observed perform
ances could be compared. The deficiencies of performance of this
primitive race might be so marked as to set at rest all doubt re
garding the realities of racial inequality.

"N0 such primitive people being available for study in Ha
waii, we had to look across the Pacific to the continent of Aus
tralia, which is still peopled in its vast and lonely interior by a
race which is popularly supposed to be one of the lowest in the
scale of human kind. The Australian National Research Council
sponsored this project, the plans for which were worked out in
conjunction with Professor Radcliffe Brown of Sydney Univer
sity." For seven months of 1929 Dr. Porteus was engaged in
these studies, visiting Dampier Land and the Kimberley District
in the extreme northwest of the continent, Moore River Native
Settlement in the Southwest, and finally the center of Australia.
The results of this expedition have been included in a book pub
lished by him simultaneously in England and America during
November, 1931, The Psychology of a Primitive People.

Mr. Russell Leiter is engaged in a project of major import
ance, that of "developing a series of performance tests which shall
be entirely independent of written or spoken instructions. The
object iSJ to evolve a series of tests which will be self explanatory.
Forty tests of this nature have been assembled and are being
tried out for inclusion in a scale. Some entirely new principles
in test procedure are involved and when the work is completed a
new instrument of anthropological research will be available. Ow
ing to its independence of the language factor, it should be pos
sible to apply this series of tests to a number of racial groups.
Results on a large number of Chinese children have already been
collected, and it is expected that similar results will be obtained
for Japanese, part Hawaiians and whites. In this way a double
object will be achieved. The scale itself will be developed, and,
at the same time, comparisons of interracial status will be made
by its means."

The Sociological Aspect. For some years prior to our under
taking this program of racial research our department of Sociology
had been delving into the many social problems precipitated here
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by the meeting of races. The Rockefeller grant enabled us to ex
tend these studies somewhat, by engaging a research assistant for
Dr. Romanzo Adams. After two years of this it became evident
that even more of an enlargement of the program was essential to
its success, and in response to our appeal the grant was increased
from $20,000 to $30,000 a year, to permit an extension of our
sociological investigations.

The cultural differences among the people of Hawaii are in
some cases great. There are the peoples of American and North
European origin, those from Southern Europe and those from
several Asiatic countries, besides the native Hawaiians recently
emerged from a stone age culture. The process of acculturation
is going on ata comparatively rapid pace but less rapidly in rural
areas than in the cities. In language, in economic and political
organization, in recreational activities, in education, and in other
respects the acculturation is to the American pattern mainly.
Probably the other cultures will make some permanent contribu
tion, but at the present time, it is not easy to distinguish between
foreign elements that will survive for two or three generations
only and elements that will be an integral part of the future
culture of Hawaii. At the same time the process of amalgama
tion, mainly through the marriage relationship, goes on at a rapid
and increasing rate, but not at the same rate for· all racial groups.

Other things equal, immigrants of recent arrival and their
children show a marked tendency to marry within their own
culture' groups. Differences in language, in religion, in marriage
customs, in the family system, in household customs, and in food
habits appear to be the chief social factors determining this tend
ency.

Ordinarily, as the process of acculturation goes on, the rate
of outmarriage tends to increase and this is true whether there is
or is not any visible racial difference. In so far as economic ac
tivities, political participation, education, games, and sports, and
changes in religious beliefs and practices tend to create a common
social life in which the various peoples come to know and under
stand each other and to live alike there is an increase of inter
marriage. For example, on the assumption of equal fertility, the
marriages in Hawaii have been such that for four years, 1912
to 1916, 15 per cent of the children would be of mixed blood, and,
similarly for the period from 1920 to 1924, 2S per cent, and from
1928 to 1930, 31 per cent.* This is on the basis of our common
race classifications.

On the one hand, acculturation tends to facilitate intermar
riage among the races and, on the other, amalgamation facilitates
the process of acculturation.

*1 am using unpublished data prepared by Dr. Romanzo Adams.
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In certain respects the situations of the various immigrant
groups have been dissimilar and these dissimilarities have influ
enced the marriage behavior of the people in a measurable degree.
This tendency to respond to a situation makes it possible to isolate
causal factors and to measure· them at least well enough to give
some notion of their relative importance.

When the difference in culture traits is very great more time is
required for acculturation. The fact that the native Hawaiians
have not as a whole made a very satisfactory adjustment to a
situation created by for.eigners' is explained largely by reference
to the primitive character of their, culture. Especially important
are religion and family systems with important religious implica
tions. So long as Catholic peoples respond to the teachings of
their church, there will be little or no intermarriage with non
Catholics even if they are of the same race, but there may be some
intermarriage with Catholics of another race. For· example, there
is much more intermarriage between Catholic white Portuguese
and Catholic Filipinos than there is between Filipinos and Chinese
'Or Japanese, who resemble them more in physical race traits.

The family system of the Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans has
important religious' implications. Marriage is said to be largely
for the purpose of securing offspring to maintain ancestor wor
ship. There is an elaborate ritual of betrothal which is essential
to respectability. This ritual would almost veto any outmarriage
for these groups and it even creates obstacles to marriage between
persons whose families did not reside in the same or neighboring
villages in the old country. Moreover, the custom of taking the
bride to the home of the husband's parents makes it practically
necessary that one marry a woman of the same language, religion,
family standards, household customs, and food habits.

Only as the ancient family system breaks down is there a pos
sibility of 'any considerable amount of intermarriage among these
groups or between them and other racial groups in Hawaii. Such
intermarriage of Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans as is now taking
place seems to involve mainly persons who have no family here,
persons who have broken with their family, or whose family is
more or less socially isolated from the racio-cultural community.
There is much evidence of a change of sentiment that will affect
the marriage practice of the third generation. The young people,
on account of their education and on account of their contacts in
schools and elsewhere, are coming to look upon marriage as do
Americans.

The small numerical size of some immigrant groups is an im
portant factor in their marriage practice. For example, the Span
ish are too few in any place to maintain an effective organization
or to provide social opportunity for their young people. Since
they are similar to the Portuguese in religion and 'other culture
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traits it is natural that they should find their social life largely
in this group, English being the common language. Doubtless this
is accomplished the more easily because they are of the same racial
type. A fairly high percentage of the Spanish marry Portuguese.
It might be supposed that the easy intermarriage relations between
Spanish and Portuguese are to be accounted for mainly by refer
ence to the race factor-the similarity in physical race traits.

But the case of the Koreans seems to indicate that similarity
in such traits is of little avail if social factors are adverse. The
Koreans appear to be so much like the Chinese and the Japanese
in physical traits that a hybrid could not readily be identified as
such. The Koreans are not very numerous and it is with dif
ficulty that they maintain organization. But they have a strong
sense of nationalism. Considerable numbers of the immigrants
were of a social class· sufficiently high to feel deeply the national
humiliation involved in the Japanese occupation and annexation of
Korea. This feeling takes the form of a resentment toward the
Japanese. But there is little or no resentment against the Chinese.
The strong sense of nationalism among the Koreans helps them to
maintain organization and this results in a sentiment adverse to
marriage out of their own group. There is, in fact, little or no
intermarriage between Korean and Chinese, or Japanese, or. oth
ers, although the Korean sex ratio has been abnormal and they are
being accultured rapidly.

Among the various immigrant groups in Hawaii there is much
difference as to sex ratio. In some cases the men came alone
mainly and, in others, whole families immigrated. This resulted
"from plantation policy, legal restrictions, and certain customs and
standards of the immigrants themselves.

The fact that the Chinese at a comparatively early date mar
ried so many more Hawaiian women than did the Japanese or the
white Portuguese· is explained mainly by reference to sex ratios
and the consequent social organization or lack of organization.
In more recent years the number of Chinese wives has increased
considerably on account of the maturing of native born girls, and
there has developed in Honolulu, where· the Chinese are con
centrated, a strong public opinion against outmarriage, and the rate
of outmarriage has fallen in spite of progress in acculturation,.
which should tend to the opposite result. In the rural districts,
however, where the Chinese are too few to develop effective organ
ization, outmarriage continues at a high rate.

The fact that the native Hawaiians, though much darker in
color than Chinese or Caucasians, and far from both in culture,
have intermarried so extensively with both is to be explained
largely by the abnormal sex ratios of Chinese and Caucasians.

Social status is, of· course, an important factor in relation to>
marriage. The peculiarity of Hawaii is that social status is not
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very closely associated with race. Most of the racio-cultural
groups have at least a few families of superior status, more of
middle class status, and no racial group is without its people of
lower status. There is no ritual designed to symbolize difference
in racial status. While some of the larger racial groups tend to
draw apart in the spatial sense, i. e., to live in neighborhoods
wholly or predominantly inhabited by their own race, the bound
aries are not very rigidly determined and there are many excep
tions to the rule. Many neighborhoods are very polyglot and
polychrome in character. The fact that numerous families of
all races live in contact with families of the other races may be
regarded as evidence of attitudes only moderately adverse to the
contacts that facilitate acculturation and amalgamation. Case
studies show that marriages are influenced by economic and social
status but this does not preclude the possibility of much interracial
marriage involving all the races.

Non-white voters have always been in a majority in Hawaii.
The native born of all races participate actively in political affairs
and all the larger groups are represented in the legislature and in
other positions of honor and power. Eight years ago voters of
Hawaiian ancestry constituted a numerical majority but at the
present time no one racio-cultural group has a majority or near
majority of the voters and the prospects are that when there is
such a majority group again it will be a complex hybrid group
and it will be called Hawaiian.

The political and legal status of non-white races and hybrids
in Hawaii is such as to preclude the possibility of local legislation
or public policies designed to create race caste-to prevent the
social contacts that lead to acculturation and amalgamation.

Dr. Adams is making a study of interracial marriage, using
historical and statistical materials. We have information relating
to the descendants of a number of foreign men who married
Hawaiian women from SO to 140 years ago and case studies of
a considerable number of existing families of an interracial
character. The general aim is to isolate and to measure as far as
possible the causal factors relating to interracial marriage. Up
to the present time certain cultural traits appear to constitute a
greater obstacle to interracial marriage than do differences in

. physical race traits. There is, however, some ground for the
view that the cultural obstacles will diminish more rapidly so that
after a time the physical race traits will be relatively the more im
portant.

Dr. Lind is making a study involving geographic and economic
factors, using much statistical material. Race contacts in Hawaii
were created by movements in response to demands for labor and
the whole movement of acculturation has been conditioned in an
important degree by the developing economical situation. Oc-
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cupational adjustments,. location of residence involving interracial
contacts, movements related to changing social status, political
policies, education, and even religion have responded to the con
ditions created by an expanding system of commercial economy.

Mr. Glick is making a study of the societies or organizations
of one immigrant group, the Chinese. The Chinese in Hawaii
have organized themselves very extensively to achieve economic,
educational, recreational, and religious ends and to establish some
form of social control over the members of the Chinese immigrant
community. Originally these societies, or tongs, were organized
according to Chinese patterns but they are' changing in response
to practical demands and to the cultural changes which are taking
place in the Chinese community. Some of them were organized
for the distinct purpose of maintaining old country standards
while others were designed to assist in the making of some cultural
adjustments required by the local situation. .

Dr. E. B. Reuter of the University of Iowa, with us for one
year as research professor, made a special study of certain hybrid
groups. In general, he was interested in, the way in which the
presence of numerous hybrids is related to the institutional or
ganization of society and how the personality traits of hybrids are
conditioned' by their special status.

Dr. Robert E. Park of the University of Chicago has been
with us similarly as research professor, leading in our research
seminar and advising the staff concerning the whole program and
each specific project. A plan for the publication of a series of
studies to be edited by Dr. Park is under consideration.

By means of graduate students who are representative of
several racial groups, we are collecting a considerable body of in
formation ranging over a wide field. We aim to utilize such
agencies in securing data from people of the different racial
groups because they have access to much information not other
wise available.

Some Tangible Results. While the prime objective of these
studies of race is certainly not to produce printed matter, yet the
nature and extent of the publications which result may be taken
as one criterion for measuring the effectiveness of the work. The
following list of titles indicates that some good has been done. I
have arranged the list in three groups: books, smaller publications,
and manuscripts still unpublished.

Books Published

L Jones, Frederic Wood, Ma.n~s Place A11wng the Mammals,
Edward Arnold & Co., London, 1929, pp. 372.

2. Jones, Frederic Wood and S. D. Porteus, The Matrix of
the Mind, Edward Arnold & Co., London, 1929, pp. 424.
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3. Porteus, S. D. and Marjory E. Babcock, Temperament and
Race~ Badger, Boston, 1926, pp. 364.

4. Porteus, S. D., The Psychology of a Primitive People~ Ed
ward Arnold & Co., London, 1931, pp. 450.

5. Porteus, S. D., Maze Tests and Mental Differences~ Smith
Printing House, Vineland, 1933.

Other Publications

6. Adams, Romanzo and E. Kane 20 Kai, The Education of
the Boys 'of Hawaii a.nd Their Economic Outlook~

pamphlet, published by the University.
7. Babcock, Marjorie E., "Application of Clinical Psychology

in Hawaii, Univ.of Hawaii Research Publ. No.1, June
1927, pp. 88.

8. .Jones, Frederic Wood, "Measurements and Landmarks in
Physical·Anthropology," Bishop Museum Bul. No. 63,
1929, pp. 67.

9. Jones, Frederic Wood, "The Tasmanian Skull," Journ. of
Anatomy~ Vol. LXIII, Part II, Jan., 1929, pp. 9.

10...Jones, Frederic Wood, "The Australian Skull," Journ. of
Anatomy~ Vol. LXIII, Part III, April, 1929, pp: 4.

11. Jones, Frederic Wood, "The Distinctions of the Human
Hallux," Journ. Anatomy~ Vol. LXIII, Part IV, July
1929, pp. 4. .

12. Jones, Frederic Wood, "The Mid-Dorsal Hair Whorl of
Man," Amer. Journ. of Physical Anthropology~ Vol. II,
No.1, Oct., 1927, pp. 6.

13. Jones, Frederic Wood, "Man and the Anthropoids," Amer.
Journ. Physical Anthropology~ Vol. XII, No.2, Oct.
1928, pp. 8.

14. Jones, Frederic Wood, "Some Landmarks in the Phylogeny
of the Prim:;Ltes," Human Biology~ Vol. I, No.2, May,
1929, pp. 15.

15. Jones, Frederic Wood, "The Non-Metrical Morphological
Characters of the Skull as Criteria for Racial Diagnosis,"
Journ. Anatomy~ Part I, Jan., 1931, pp. 17.

16. Jones, Frederic Wood, "The Non~Metrical Morphological
Characters of the Skull as Criteria for Racial Diagnosis,"
Part II, Journ. Anatomy~Vol. LXII, April, 1931, pp.
11.

17. Jones, Frederic Wood, "The Cranial Characters of the Ha
waiian Dog," Journ. Mammalogy~ Vol. XII, No.1,
Feb., 1931, pp. 3.

-18. .Lind,··A. W.,. "Some Ecological Patterns of Community Dis-
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organization In Honolulu," Amer. Journ. Sociology}
Sept., 1930.

19. Lind, A. W., "The Ghetto and the Slum," Social Forces}
Dec., 1930.

20. Lind, A. W., "Types and Trends of Delinquency in Ha
waii," Preparatory Studies for the Annual Conference
of Social Workers of Hawaii, 1929.

21. Lind, A. W., "Some Measurable Factors in Juvenile Del
inquency in Hawaii," Report of the Governor}s Advis
ory Committee on Crime} Honolulu, 1931.

22. Lind, A. W., "Occupational Attitudes of Orientals in Ha
waii," Sociology and Social Research} Jan., 1929.

23. Louttit, Chauncey M., "Test Performance of a Selected
Group of Part Hawaiians," Journ. Applied Psychology}
Vol. XV., No.1, February, 1931, pp. 10.

24. Louttit, Chauncey M., "Racial Comparisons of Ability in
Immediate Recall of Logical and Nonsense Material,"
Journ. Social Psychology} Vol. II, No.2, May, 1931,
pp. II.

25. Louttit, Chauncey M., (with T. M. Livesay), "Reaction
Time Experiments with certain Racial Groups," Journ.
of Applied Psychology} Vol. XIV, No.6, December,
1930, pp. 9.

26. Porteus, S. D., "Race and Social Differences in Perform
ance Tests," Genetic Psychology Monograph} Vol. VII,
No.2, August, 1930, pp. 114.

27. Parteus, S. D., "Race Crossing in Hawaii," Proceedings of
International Co.ngress on Race and Population} Rome,
Italy, Sept., 1931, pp. 20.

28. Porteus, S. D., "Social Psychology of the Australian Ab
original," Journ. Applied Psychology} Vol. XIII, No.
2, April, 1929, pp. 14.

29. Porteus, S. D., (with T. R. Coykendall) "Analysis of Racial
Crime Statistics in Hawaii," Report of Governor's Ad
visory Committee on Crime} Feb., 1931, pp. 8.

30. Shapiro, H. L., "The Chinese in Hawaii," lnst. Pacific Re~
lations data paPer, 1931. '

Unpublished Manuscripts

31. Adams, Romanzo, Interracial Marriage in Hawaii} a book.
32. Bernreuter, Robert G., "Muscular Efficiency of Races in

Hawaii."
33. Bernreuter, Robert G., (with S. D. Porteus) "Psycho-

r
"
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physical Measurements of Filipinos," cited in The Psych
ology of a Primitive People.

34. Glick, Clarence E., "The Chinese Tongs in Hawaii."
35. Hormann, Bernhard L., "The Germans in Hawaii."
36. Leiter, Russell G., "Auditory Rote Memory. of Hawaiian

Racial Groups," cited in The Psychology of a Primitive
People.

37. Leiter, Russell G., "Visual Rote Memory of Races in Ha
waii," cited in The Psychology of a Primitive People.

38. Lind, A. W. and C. E. Glick, "Racial Factors in the Vote in
Hawaii."

39. Lind, A. W., Economic Succession and Racial Invasion in
H awaiiJ a book.

40. Louttit, Chauncey M., "University Students' Performance
in the Dot Estimation Test," cited in The Psychology of a
Primitive People.

41. Masuoka, Jetsuichi, "Race Attitudes of the Japanese in Ha
waii. A Study in Social Distance."

42. Piddington, Ralph, "High School Students' Performance in
the Matching Footprints Test," cited in The Psychology
of a Primitive People.

43. Porteus, S. D., (with M. E .. Babcock and R. G. Leiter)
"Analysis of Racial Performance of. Psychological Clinic
Cases in Hawaii."

44. Reuter, E. B., "A Sociological Study of Caucasian Hawaiian
and Asiatic Hawaiian Hybrids."

45. Webb, Alice L., "Children's Performance in the Porteus Dot
Estimation Test," cited in The Psychology of a Primitive
People.

The Future. I believe that these investigations are of very
great importance, and that somehow the means must be found for
carrying them along throughout a period sufficiently long to as
sure accuracy and dependability of results. Six years has been
just long enough to get well into the main problems. There
remains much to do: several racial groups have scarcely been
touched in our studies thus far; some fields have been· left for
future attention when funds might be available for additional
specialists, as for example physiological investigations and studies
in the field of psychiatry; and, what is of even more importance,
is the continuation of present work to make it more adequate and
certain by the gathering of additional data.

The present plan of the Rockefeller Foundation is to terminate
its support of this work four years hence, but it is hoped that
.circumstances then prevailing will make possible a further continu-
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'ation of the grant. If this should not occur, it will be my recom
mendation that the University seek financial assistance elsewhere,.
in order that at least some phases of the work can be carried more
nearly to completion.
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY

The University published during the year the following:

The Quarterly Bulletin:
Vol. XI, No. 4-"Report of the University for 1931-1932."
Vol. XII, No. 1-"Summer Session Announcement."
Vol. XII, No. 2-"Catalogue and Announcement of Courses."
Vol. XII, No. 3-"Pacific Problems," A contribution from the

School of Pacific and Oriental Affairs.

Research Publications:
No. 6-"Weeds of the Pineapple Fields" (Illustrated).
No. 7-"PublicEducation in Hawaii."

Occasional Papers:
No. IS-"Notes and Computations in Star Observations."
No. 16-"The Vitamins."
No. 17-"Tourist Expenditures in Hawaii."

'Cooperative Extension Service:
Extension Bulletin No. 17-"A Simple Family Food Farm."
Extension Bulletin No. 18-"Fifth Annual Report."
Extension Bulletin No. 19-"Survey of Dairy Farming in Ha

waii."
Several mimeographed publications listed in another section of

this report.

Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station:
Bulletin No; 6S-"Range Grasses of Hawaii."
Bulletin No. 66-"Survey of the Physical Features that Affect

the Agriculture of the Kona District of Hawaii."
Bulle.tin No; 67-"Cane Molasses in Poultry Rations."
Circular No. S-"Poultry Diseases Common in Hawaii."
Circular No. 6-"Grafting Tropical Fruit Trees in Hawaii."

LARGER LIBRARY NEEDED

It was Carlyle, I think, who declared that the true university is
a collection of books. While that is an extreme view of the mat
ter, yet it is certain that the library is the nerve center of any
university. Without an adequate library there can be neither
good teaching in the higher fields nor effective research, and both
.of these functions are of the essence of university existence.

4.f'
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The University of Hawaii has a good library. It was given a
very high rating among institutions of its size by the United States
Bureau of Education in its national survey of land grant colleges
a few years ago. Our collection of books is not only large but,
what is more important, it is fairly evenly representative of all
the fields of knowledge into which this university has seriously
entered.

But it is not good enough. The collections are not as large as
they ought to be even for our basic work, and for the develop
ments in special areas into which we are moving our library re
sources are far too limited. In the sciences pertaining to tropical
agriculture, for example, we seem to have a peculiar destiny, for
there is no place under the American flag situated as favorably
for this kind of work as Hawaii: tropical environment, pleasant
climate, stable government, an atmosphere conducive to effective
study, excellent research institutions in close relationships to the
University. But if we are to achieve this destiny we must have
larger and more adequate library resources, for our one great
handicap is geographical isolation.' Our research men do not have
easy access to the great libraries of the mainland and the only
remedy is to build up our own Island resources.

Another field in which we seem to have an unusual opportunity
is that of race relations. Those sciences and arts which pertain
to the better understanding of the meeting of cultures and fusion
of human races can be developed in Hawaii to a degree of effec
tiveness equalled perhaps nowhere else in the world, for our little
group of islands constitutes a social laboratory of very great sig
nificance to humanity. But our library facilities in these sciences
and arts are far from adequate. Even with the Bishop Museum
and other collections available for our research students there are
great gaps which must be at least partially filled if we are to
present anything like a good front to students who wish to work
seriously in this field.

Again, in the history of Hawaii and of the Pacific hemisphere
this university should have a much more nearly adequate collection
of books and documents than it now has. The day should come
soon when the several private collections of such works in the
Islands will be housed in the University library, either by gift or
indefinite loan, for in no other way will it be possible for students
to do effective work in recording and interpreting the history of
this part of the world.

And this leads me to say emphatically that our present library
building is quite inadequate. The time has arrived when the
Board of Regents must give careful consideration to the problem
of providing larger quarters. Nat only is the stack space nearly
filled, but reading room space has become far too limited. To
partially meet the need for a reserve book reading room we have
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taken over several office rooms formerly occupied. by faculty 'mem
bers and by removing partitions have provided a space which
is both too small and not advantageously situated but is the best
we can do.

Another urgent need in the library is for a number of "cub
icles," small study nooks which can be assigned to graduate
students and faculty members more or less temporarily for re
search purposes, to save them from having to take many books
away from the library to their own offices or homes.

To provide additional stack space, more reading rooms, some
cubicles, and to continue to house the library of the Institute of
Pacific Relations (which is an asset to us), we must have a build
ing probably twice the size of the present one. This can be ac
complished by making an addition to our present building. This
problem is referred to the Board for early consideration.

Meanwhile, a: committee of the faculty is being given the task
of determining the relative order in which we should proceed to
fill the various gaps in our present collections, so that whatever we
do shall be on a planned basis, rather than in a haphazard or op
portunistic way.

GIFTS

Gifts to the University during the year amounted to over
$40,000, all for specific purposes. Of this, $30,000 was from the
Rockefeller Foundation for further prosecution of our studies
in race relations. The last of a three-year gift of $15,000 from
the Carnegie Corporation was used for filling some important
needs in our library. Some $1,800 was given by Japanese friends
·for adding to our library resources in Oriental literature and
history. The Yale University Press very kindly donated a number
of its current books amounting in value to $125.

Gifts for scholarships and student loans came from many in
.dividuals, to a total of nearly $4,000. Notable among these items
was a gift of $500 as a memorial to Charles Eugene Banks.

About $1,500 was contributed by a number of small farmers
to pay a portion of the salary of an expert in truck farming who
'was added to the staff of the Cooperative Extension Service. .

A gift of $900 was made by a large group of student~ and
teachers in the former Normal School to erect a memonal to
:Miss Ada Varney, long a member of the faculty of that institu
tion. The fund is being used to construct a fountain in the new
"'center" now being laid out in front of Hawaii Hall.

COSTS AND INCOME

The summary of the report of the Treasurer, included herein,
shows a total of current expenditures of $652,437.14 for the year.
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Less than half of this, however, was derived from territorial taxes,
the rest having been from' student fees, federal aid funds, and
other income. The total income was a little larger than the current
expenditures, for something over $3,500 of the territorial ap
propriation was returned and nearly $8,000 of federal aid funds
remained unspent. A part of the income from student fees is
carried forward to the new fiscal year.

DAVID L. CRAWFORD,
President.



Report of the Registrar

During the summer of 1932, a total of 686 applications for
admission to the Freshman class were reviewed by the Director
of Admissions, 533 of which were accepted. Of these, 343
enrolled in September. Sixteen "holdovers" from previous years
brought the Freshman total to 359. This was a decrease of 17
per cent from the previous year.

Of the 343 entering Freshmen, 8.2 per cent came from schools
outside the Territory, 20 states, the Philippines, and three foreign
countries being represented. Of the group entering from ter
ritorial schools, 21 per cent came from the high schools on Ha
waii, Maui, and Kauai, and 28 per cent from the private schools
in the Territory. By schools, McKinley High School sent the
laTgest group, Punahou second, Hilo third, and Roosevelt and St.
Louis tied in fourth place.

The "mortality" in the Freshman class for the year was 25
per cent, 18 per cent being dropped for poor scholarship and 7
per cent leaving of their own volition. The percentage of vol
untary withdrawals was slightly larger than in 1931-1932 and
lack of finances was the principal causal factor. The percentage
of those dropped was practically the same as in 1931-1932.

Advanced standing credentials for 57 applicants were evaluat
ed during the summer of 1932 and sent to the Deans for approval.
One of the applicants was refused admission and six others did
not enroll. Two foreign countries, 24 states, and 43 collegiate in
stitutions are represented in these credentials. During the year
26 additional sets of credentials were evaluated, these being for
teachers in service who contemplate finishing work for the Bach
elor's degree here.

The total enrollment for 1932-1933 showed a 4.7 per cent de
crease from that for 1931-1932. In candidates for Bachelor's
degrees there was a decrease of 14 per cent because of restric
tion of enrollment in the Teachers College. Enrollment in Arts
and Sciences increased slightly and that in Applied Science re
mained practically the same as in 1931-1932. The number of
candidates working for advanced degrees was also approximately
that of 1931-1932. A summary of the figures for the year fol
lows:

.< -
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Graduate Division 115
Fifth Year, Teachers College...... 14
Seniors '. 290
juniors .. 254
Sophomores .. 258
Freshmen 359

Deduct, counted twice.......... 6
Total Degree Candidates 1284
Graduate Division, not

Candidates for Degrees 123
Unclassified Students 540
Students not Working for

Credit 154

GRAND TOTAL .2101

In addition to the above, 475 individuals registered in Exten
sion courses on the other Islands and rural Oahu. This was a
decrease from 1931-1932.

At the Commencement Exercises 295 degrees were awarded,
including 26 to candidates who had completed their course at the
close of the 1932 Summer Session:

Doctor of Philosophy.................. 1
Master of Science 4
Master of Arts 13
Bachelor of Science...................... 67
Bachelor of Arts 147
Bachelor of Education 63

Certificates were awarded to 15 students who had satisfactorily
completed a fifth or postgraduate year in the Teachers College
and to seven Public Health Nurses.

Of the Freshmen who entered in 1929, 46 per cent remained
to graduate in 1933. Approximately 9 per cent transferred to
other colleges or universities and probably received degrees. Com
bining the two groups, it will be seen that approximately 55 per
cent completed their university work.

The 1933 Summer Session enrollment was 842. This is a
decrease of 14 per cent from the 1932 registration. Sixty-three
of the 842 attended the branch of the session at the Volcano.
Twenty per cent of the total individuals enrolled hold Master's
or Bachelor's degrees, 15 per cent were regular undergraduates
at the University of Hawaii or elsewhere, 63 per cent were normal
school graduates and unclassified credit students (mostly teach-
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ers in service), and the remaining 2 per cent were not working
for credit. ~~

The geographical distribution of the Summer Session students
showed 27 students from outside the Territory-five states, three --( ...
foreign countries, Alaska, and the Philippines were represented.

HELEN B. MAcNEIL, 4
Registrar. .~
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The University Library

There have not been many changes in the regular routine of
the Library this past year, but its growth has been steady and the
few innovations have proved of value.

The Reserve Book Collection had so outgrown its old position
back of the charging desk on the main floor that it was necessary
to take over some of the office space on the ground floor and by
removing three of the partitions throw this end of the building
into one large room for reserve books. The corner office was
left undisturbed, but the time has come when this additional space
is needed. It was found that moving the reserve books to the
ground floor proved not only a convenience to students who had
but a short time between classes but it also removed much noise
and confusion from the regular reading rooms. The University
Club collection of university seals was loaned to the library and
these with the oil painting of Dr. Harada have helped to make
a very attractive study hall. It accomodates only about one-half
of the reserve users; the others have to take their books upstairs
for the hour's study and then return them. "

A few new stacks have been added on the fourth floor, and
all the books in Chinese and in Japanese text have been moved
up. This is a temporary placing of the Oriental collection, as the
government documents will occupy all this section when enough
stacks are available to accomodate them.

Beginning with the 1932 Summer School, one of the iron stair
way-gates to the main floor was kept locked and at the head of
the odler stairway a small charging desk was placed and an
attendant checked all books taken from the library. At the "annual
inventory the result showed as follows:

Temporarily missing June, 1932, 665 bound volumes and 82
catalogued pamphlets.

Temporarily missing June, 1933, 181 bound volumes and 10
catalogued pamphlets. One result that does not show in exact
figures is the great decrease in missing numbers of scientific peri
odicals when being prepared for binding.

Two lectures were given to the incoming freshmen on the use
of the library by Mrs. Geiser as part of their required English
work, but the two lectures on reference books and periodical
guides usually given at the beginning of the second semester had
to be omitted this year.

The number of university borrowers has increased to. 2,424,
and there are 1,067 people having no connection with the univer
sity who hold borrowers cards.
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The library received many gifts during the past year, among
them Mr. Thurston's law.li1;>rary; pooks froni the Carnegie Insti
tute of Washington, valued at $190; Yale University Press pub
lications for the year valued at $125, which unfortunately were in
a fire at sea but will be replaced. The Japanese Friends in Japan
and Hawaii, who for some years have been contributing valuable
additions to our Japanese collection, this year· turned over to the
University the remainder of their fund of $1,818.76 for the pur
chase of books on Japan. The miscellaneous gifts fell short this
year by about 600 books and over 2,000 magazines and pamphlets~

SUMMARy'FOR THE YEAR

...(

.;-

1

.,--

57,941

16,925

74,866

4,513
13,662

314
7,580

1,338

57,941

334
31

142
831

1,338 .

Bound volumes in library June, 1932
(Government) .. . ,............ 16,623
Additions 1932-33 314

16,937
Duplicate copies transferred 12

Total bound volumes (Government)
June 30, 1933 16,925

TOTAL BOUND VOLUMES (GENERAL AND
GOVERNMENT) JUNE 30, 1933 .

Additions during the year-Bound volumes GeneraL .
Unbound parts (General) .
Bound volumes (Government) .
Unbound parts (Government) .

Bound volumes in library June, 1932 (General) 54,766
Additions 1932-33 ~ 4,513

59,279
Withdrawals:

Books missing' over 2 years .
Lost and paid for ~ .
Worn out, lost, not paid .
Transferred .. . "' .

Total bound volumes (General) June 30, 1933

Total pamphlets (All sources)
June 30, 1932 237,637

Additions pampttlets (All. so~rces ). I

: .lP3f~33: ::"-' .··~~·-7i:.-·:~·~~·,~~···.-·.······~··;,~·~··7~·~~~···-7"~\' 2J ;?42
,-258,879
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Pamphlets tran~ferred and discarded 3,651

TOTAL PAMP~LETS luki 30; 1933 ~.. 255,228 255,228

Books in circulation 1931-32................................ 43,275
Books in circulation 1932-33 ~.................... 58,603
Increase in circulation 1932-33............................ 15,328
Reserve books in circulation (Not

included above)
1931-32 Estimated 123,552
1932-33 Estimated 150,000

Books temporarily missing for year
1932-33 Main Library................................ 181'

Books temporarily missing for year
1932-33 T. C. Branch 220

-Catalogued pamphlets temporarily missing
, 1932-33 Main Library................................ 10

-Catalogued pamphlets temporarily missing
1932-33 T. C. Branch.................................. 137

:Evening attendance (6-9 P. M.) Sept.
1932-June 1933 ...~........................................ 7,763

Miscellaneous gifts received 1932-33:
Bound .. 2,205
Unbound " 3,411

MARY P. PRINGLE,
. Librarian.



The University Extension Division

The University Extension Division conducted the following
lines of service during the past year:

1. Extension Courses
a. Credit courses in rural Oahu and on the other

islands.
b. Non-credit courses both on and off the campus.

2. Lecture Service.
3. Visual Education Service.
4. Play Loan Service.
5. Test Service.
The distribution of publications, formerly handled by this

Division, was turned over to the Information Service in Septem
ber, 1932.

EXTENSION COURSES FOR CREDIT

In spite of a 10 per cent salary cut, teachers of Hawaii
responded very well to the extension courses offered by the Uni
versity in rural Oahu and on the outlying islands. This would
seem to bear out the conclusions reached by many mainland edu
cational institutions that teachers, as a professional group, will
make other sacrifices rather than abandon their education.

The class registrations by islands were:

1

.-

.'

Hawaii - _ .
Kauai ,
Lanai .
Maui ._ .
l\tlolokai _ _ .
Oahu _ .

First Semester Second Semester
Regis· Regis-

Courses tration Courses tration

8 133 11 232
1 12 2 21
1 10
9 156 11 155
2 32
1 20 2 59

TOTALS _......... 22 363 26 467

The total number of individuals registered for the entire year
was 475, divided as follows:

Women Men

Credit ................. 382 74
Auditors ............ __ .... 6 3
Special .......................... 7 3

Totals........ 395 80
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Forty-eight separate semester courses representing the follow-
ing subject-matter fields were give~:

Political Science 9 .Biology 1
Art 5 Botany.......................... 1
Health Education 5' Chemistry.................... 1
English 5 Dramatics 1
Education 3 Foreign Language 1
History........................ 3 (Japanese )
Public Speaking 3 Nature Study.............. 1
Sociology ".~............. 3 Physics 1

Practical Arts 1

Political Science heads the list because a timely course, "The
Government of Hawaii," was offered in five different class cent
ers.

EXTENSION NON-CREDIT COURSES

Enrollments in non-credit courses were as follows:
Short Story Writing (5 classes) 57
Ten Lectures on Modern Drama regular attendants 1&

. occasional attendants 3&
Ten Lectures on Volcanoes and Associated Phenomena

(given on Maui) ~.................................. 15
Six Readings in Modern Drama ~ regular attendants 16

occasional attendants 69
Acting and Play Directing ~.... 9
First Course in Photography 13
Oriental Civilization regular attendants 71

occasional attendants 35

Total regular attendants........ 208
occasional attendants.... 142

The total number of individuals enrolled, excluding the oc
casional visitors or attendants, was 130 women and 45 men.

LECTURE SERVICE

In the annals of the University, the year 1932-1933 will be a
'memorable one because of the visits of Hamlin Garland and
Christopher Morley. Another notable contribution to community
cultural life was the series of lectures on Chinese Art by Mrs.
Dagny Carter Murphy, sponsored by the Extension Division and
the' Honolulu Academy of Arts. A total of 320 persons, about
half of whom were university students, attended these lectures. ,

All these lectures paid their own way. .. ,
Fifty-two faculty members reported a total o'f 237 lectures
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and 31 radio talks~ Four of these were given on Kauai, seven on
Maui, one on Molokai, two in rural Oahu, and the remainder in
Honolulu. .

. Although the number of members reporting this year was less
than last year, the total number of talks exceeded last year's by
about 60, indicating that those who gave their time to this free
service were called upon for many more talks this year than they
were last year. .

VISUAL EDUCATION SERVICE
The records of the Visual Education Service show a decrease

in :the number of schools using the Service, the total number of
reels distributed, and the receipts from rentals. The following
table is significant. 1931-32 1932-33

Schools using the Service 71 39
Other organizations using Service...... 9 15
University instructors using Service.. 9 . 6
Total Distribution of reels ". 2,162 1,799
Receipts from Rentals' $1,792.06 $1,413.88

This. decline may be attributed to several causes: (1) the
l<;lck of funds in certain schools to pay for the rental of visual
material, (2) the lack :offundsto purchase the 16 mm. projectors,
necessary if schoo~s are going to use the better type of educational
films which we have in this width, (3) the absence of Miss Ver
non, who took active. charge of this work during the previous year
and who, through personal contacts, visits to schools, and courses
of instruction, did both promotional and educational work among
school teachers and principals.

It is significant to note that almost all the schools which
dropped the Service this year were those in rural Oahu and on
the other islands, with the exception of one school on Kauai. The
schools in Honolulu which are equipped with 16 mm. projectors
or have easy access to this type of projector are consistent in their
use of the Service. We conclude, therefore, that it is not so much
lack of interest as lack of proper equipment which has caused so
sharp a drop. We should also explain that our 35 mm. or
standard width films which these outside island schools formerly
used are rapidly d~teriorating and fewer of this type were used
this year than last. '
, The extent to which the films .and film strips were used is
shown by the following summary:

16 mm.Films

Honolulu Public Schools (25) 756
Honolult.i' 'Private Schools: (5) 193'
Scho61s0utside :H6nolulu ('9) ::~;:: .Jr ('84:. I

Uniyersit~ of .Ha~aii :.~.. ~: '.....(;. 127-
Varrous orgaJ!l12atlOns~.. ~..~•.L\o...L~.~....;·!., i •• 82

·1..

.,....'
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Except for the purchase of new films in the 16 mm. width and
a set of 300 stereographs and ~2 stereo~~opes for the use of
primary grades, this Service has been practically self-supporting.

To be of maximum usefulness to the schools, the following
points should be kept in mind: (1) the necessity of having a full
time person in charge of this work who can supervise it, give
instruction to prospective teachers and teachers in service, and fol
low up the work in the schools; (2) the desirability of working
out some way in which all schools wishing to use the Service can
finance their visual education program; (3) the adoption of
standardized 16 mm. equipment by all schools, which will eliminate
the necessity of trying to keep on hand 35 mm. silent films.

PLAY LOA~ SERVICE

The Play Loan Service was not used as much this' year either
by individuals or organizations as it was during previous years.

Perhaps this may be explained by the fact that we spent prac
tically no money for the purchase of new plays, did not issue a
new catalogue and, because of a curtailment in staff, did not do
as much promotional work in calling this Service to the attention
of the public.

TEST SERVICE

The distribution of standardized tests hasbeen carried on with
virtually no change either in type of service or materials. The
total sales were about $200 less than last year. If there is any real
significance in this difference, it was perhaps due to the depression
situation, schools having less money for testing purposes. As in
years past, there was an overwhelming demand for the Stanford
Achievement Test, the sale of which far exceeded that of all others
combined. Other materials which were also distributed in larger
quantities are: Gates Primary Reading Test, Gates Silent Reading
Test, Standard Test Lessons in Reading, Terman Group Test,
and Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test.

ETTA R. WASHBURN,
Director.



The Psychological Clinic

Due to the elimination of an assistant from our staff, we
-decided to confine our work as much as possible to office cases,
:and particularly to those for whom follow up work was assured
on the part of social workers or others. Notwithstanding ,these
limitations, the case load remained almost as heavy as in the pre
'vious year. Principals of schools formerly visited by an examiner
elected to send their problem children to the Clinic in charge of a
teacher rather than b~ without these examinations. Parents are
-also making more use of the Clinic's services, so that a total of
883 cases has been presented for study. During the last semester,
-all available. time was. takyn up by appointments made a month
in advance. The addition of a' psychiatric social service worker
to the staff would be helpful in many ways.

Our relatively heavy case load is partly due to the fact that
<our Clinic must do some of the work that is commonly divided
among a number of various clinics on the mainland, such as habit,
-mental hygiene, child guidance, child study, and vocational guid
ance clinics. One organization of this nature is all that this com
munity can support at the present time, and its activities must
'spread out in various directions. Clinics such as the Bureau of
Juvenile Research at Chicago, with a staff of 79 workers handling
<only 1,241 children in a year, or the Yale Psycho-Clinic, with a
staff of 10 handling 375 cases, would of course be too expensive
for our local resources; as for an organization like the NewYork
Institute for Child Guidance, whose staff was' 77, and its cases
314 in six months, such thorough work would only be possible
-at tremendous expense. Our own heavy case work could not be
done except for the excellent coordination of social work in
-Hawaii, which ensures that the children only come to us for study
with thoroughly worked up case histories by competent investi
.gators.

Incidentally I should like to point out that the. Clinic is operat
ing at less cost to the taxpayer than it did in 1923, and at the
same time the demand for its services is steadily increasing. The
-width of this service may be judged by the partial list of referring
-agencies. It includes the Social Service Bureau, the Juvenile
Court, the Prison Parole Board, Palama Settlement, Waimano
-and other children's institutions, Tuberculosis Preventorium,
'Queen's, St. Francis, and the Emergency hospitals, International
lnstitute, and the Humane Society. The public schools have, as
-usual, referred the greatest number of cases, including a number
-from high schools.

.4..
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In addition, 67 children were brought directly by parents and
guardians. This suggests that the University might extend its
public service by offering a course in child guidance for parents,
in which would he discussed the. everyday problems of the normal
or bright child. I t is a mistake to center all our work on the
mentally handicapped. More attention should be given to the
development of the normal, so that their positive contributions
to the good of society may help to counterbalance the loss occa
sioned by the, socially inadequate.

In cooperation with the Social Service Bureau, Dr. Babcock
is completing a survey of the non-leprous children of leprous
parents. The results will soon be available and should be useful
in demonstrating some of the social ef fects of this disease. Other
research work which should~ bfr' of community value is being car
ried on by the research staff working on the specific racial prob
lems for which financial support has been granted to the University
by the Rockefeller Foundation. In connection with this program,
no less than 4,712 individuals have been examine.d during the past
twelve months. The research staff has also assisted very ma
terially with the clinical work.

Three University courses were taught during the year and in
addition Dr. Babcock conducted six case conferences with the
nurses at Palama, in which 45 were enrolled.

During the year Miss Babcock published a monograph entitled
A Co'tnparison of Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Boys by
Objective Measures of Personality and was granted the degree
of Ph. D. by Columbia University. Another monograph, Human
Studies in Hawaii was published by the director, and a book en
titled Maze Tests and Mental Differences is just off the press on
the mainland. Mr. Russell Leiter is continuing his work on an
International Performance Scale. .

S. D. PORTEUS,
Director.



· Cooperative Extension Service in Ag.riculture
and Home Economics*

Our records covering the activities of the past year show a
half dozen or more diverse fields of agricultural enterprises which
have made substantial development in the face of a greatly de
pressed market. These include the increased production of
poultry, eggs, dairy products, swine, coffee, rice, and truck crops,
especially the production and marketing of early Irish potatoes
for export. This is perhaps the most promising of our minor
money crops, since the quality of our shipments to the Pacific
Coast markets early this year excelled the products of our keenest
competitors, Florida and Texas. This favorable beginning has
resulted from the close cooperation of the Extension Service with
the research divisions of the University and other governmental
and private institutions.

! Our home economics division has made excellent headway in
the-upbuilding of better rural communities and farm homes, in
the training of our rural youth through our Mothers', 4-H Boys'
and 4-H Girls' Clubs. Many roadside trees have been planted at
the suggestion and under the direction of our staff members.
Home grounds have likewise been beautified. From increasing
numbers of improved small diversified farm homes are sure to
come many of the best workmen which our main industries will
welcome and absorb. This will, in the long run, make our common
wealth more stable, safe, and prosperous than ever before:]

PUBLICATIONS

The administration division of the Agricultural Extension
Service distributes printed and mimeographed publications pre
pared by staff members and bulletins furnished by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture at Washington, to the five county
offices for redistribution to farmers and farm-horne-makers who
may need and can read them.

Approximately 2,000 printed bulletins and 5,000 mimeographed
Agricultural Notes were distributed last year. These publications
cover a wide range of agricultural subjects such as agronomy,
horticulture, forestry, marketing, animal and poultry husbandry,
and weed and pest control. When it seems advisable, translations
in Japanese are prepared and distributed.

*Conducted in cooperation with the United States Department of
Agriculture.
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The Extension Letter) a mimeographed publication issued
monthly for the benefit of the staff, gives a resume of'the work
of all departments and also contains articles of interest and help
gleaned from many sources during the month.

FINANCE

A total staff of 27 was maintained throughout the year on
Oahu, Hawaii, Maui, and Kauai, with the addition of an Assistant
Woman County Agent on Maui in January, 1933, and a Specialist
in Vegetable Gardening on May 1, 1933. The total expenditure
for the year was $74,519.68.

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

During the past year the series of "Cost <;>f Production and
Efficiency Studies" has revealed why some small farmers succeed
and others fail. For the first time in Hawaii's agricultural history
there has been compiled an exhaustive and reliable statistical
summary of Hawaii's entire agricultural resources, which includes
not only all her imports and exports but likewise what is produced
and consumed in Hawaii. Other diversified agricultural studies
are underway and will be issued as rapidly as our resources will
permit. Farmers, ranchers and commercial and industrial con
cerns as well as the Territorial and Federal governments are
availing themselves of this valuable information.

EARLY POTATO PRODUCTION FOR EXPORT

Perhaps the most outstanding contribution the agronomy di
vision has made to our diversified agriculture during the past
year is the supervision of the early potato production enterprise
which now seems fairly well established. Of some 300,000 pounds
of Bliss Triumph potatoes produced, about one-half was shipped
to the Pacific Coast, where they were sold for more than $10,000
as an initial experiment. It is estimated that a much larger
acreage will be planted this fall and winter wholly for export
shipment.

The Hawaii Experiment Station has been most helpful in
planning and supervising a series of exhaustive fertilizer experi
ments whereby fertilizer practices to enable growers to greatly
increase their yields at much lower costs were determined.

REHABILITATING THE RICE INDUSTRY

Largely through costs and farm efficiency studies of our local
rice industry and comparisons made of rice growing elsewhere,
especially in California, a series of new practices have been in
augurated in the Hanalei and Waimea districts of Kauai whereby
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both the cost of production has been lowered and the yields in-
creased, thereby bringing at least a slight profit to a number of
growers who had been sustaining heavy losses for several years
past. The main basis of. this radical improvement is the result
of an improved fertilizer practice, better bird control, cheaper and
better land preparation, the introduction of crop rotation practices,
and in some cases the lowering of land rentals. The present
summer crops will be further enhanced by the general upward
trend of prices which have risen more than 25 per cent in the
past few months. Crop yields are also larger this year than in
several years past due to favorable climatic conditions and im-
proved methods.

OTHER NEW FIELD CROPS

Considerable headway has been made during the past year in -r
the establishment of several new crops. First among these are
the soy beans, for which there is an excellent local market. The -4
same is true of peanuts and some old established Maui field beans,
such as the Red Kidney, in which the U. S. Army has become 41J
interested. General B. H. Wells, commanding the Hawaiian
Division, has encouraged the Extension Service to produce
potatoes and onions as well as beans for Army needs. Trials .....
made during the past year with the Hopi Baby Lima beans are
very encouraging. Few crops will lend themselves better to rota-
tion with potatoes and .pineapples during the summer months,
because some strains are nematode resistant and are suitable for ~ .•
cover cropping, green manuring, and forage, as well as for human
consumption. ...~

MARKET GARDENING AND TRUCK FARMING

This important phase of our diversified agriculture has re
ceived a new impetus through the acquisition of Dr. S. Wakaba
yashi' specialist in commercial vegetable gardening, made possible
through liberal contributions by our Japanese truck gardeners
and small farmers throughout the Territory, who have pledged
$3,500 for the salary and expenses of Dr. Wakabayashi for a
year's service. The Extension Seryice hopes to be able to con
tinue to employ Dr. Wakabayashi after the present agreement
expires. He has devoted the whole of May and June to a com
prehensive survey of the commercial vegetable growing as it exists
at present.

Our market gardeners in general have made noteworthy prog
ress in the extent and quality of their products. Through th~

cooperation of the Hawaii Experiment Station and the Extension
. Service, comprehensive variety tests and fertilizer experiments
and demonstrations in grading and packing have been conducted
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F. G. KRAUSS,
Director.
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during the year. Now 500 or more independent vegetable
growers are about to organize into cooperative marketing associa
tions.

SWINE, POULTRY, AND RABBITS

Because of low prices of imported hogs, the Hawaii swine
raiser has been advised to eliminate his low producing stock and
to emphasize the feeding of more and better balanced home grown
feeds. The better conditioning of swine herds through worming
and more sanitary management has also been emphasized more
than ever before with noticeable improvement.

Culling and improvement of poultry flocks by trapnesting and
mating with pedigreed males was emphasized, and during the past
year 2,100 birds were culled as part of the culling demonstrations
in the five counties.

The ultilization of home grown feeds, such as sweet potatoes,
breadfruit, bananas, and avocados, has been stressed particularly
for West Hawaii.

Rabbits as a source of meat for Kona were encouraged a year
ago. The interest has assumed greater proportions than was
anticipated. There are now four 4-H Rabbit Clubs in Kona with·
a total of 77 members owning about 221 animals.

tJIOME DEMONSTRATION AND 4-H CLUBS

Home demonstration clubs were organized in all counties.
There are 48 clubs with an enrollment of 754 women and 62
leaQ.ers. Projects carried on by these clubs include clothing, foods
and nutrition, gardens, home orchards, home poultry, child train
ing, home improvement, and recreation.

Formerly all work with boys and girls had been known as
4-H Extension clubs. This past year the work was divided into
three groups = Junior 4-H Extension clubs, Senior 4-H Extension
clubs, and Junior Farm and Junior Home Demonstration clubs.

The objective of this work is to give proper guidance and
help to young citizens who have left school to farm. Special
emphasis is placed on those who are connected with sugar
plantations:; .

. ~



SUMMARY OF PROGRESS, JUNIOR FARM DEMONSTRATION WORK ~

(a) Eight citizens left the plantation during this period, leaving a new gain of 100 citizen laborers.
(b)-(c) These figures were calculated from the following information furnished by ]. Kaneshiro of Pahala: (1)

Average production of cane per acre in 1932-73.689 Tons (2) Value of cane per Ton-71 cents.
(d) Estimate by the agent: 10 acres per cultivation contractor.
(e)-(f)-(g) Based on the 1930 production of Koloa and McBryde: 56.1 Tons for Koloa and 61.65 Tons for McBryde.
(h) All new citizen laborers are not members of the University Extension clubs. .

Islands

HAWAII
MAUl
OAHU
KAUAI:

Koloa

McBryde

TOTAL

No. Clubs

7
1
1

1

1

11

Members

87
24
10

50

19

190

New citizen
laborers added
to plantation
cooperatively
Jan. I-July 15

(a)
108

52

o
(h)

160

Acreage of
cane cultivated

by citil:en
club members

1537.41

(d)
100

92

1729.41

Estimated
value of cane
under citizen

members
cultivation

when harvested

(b)
$79,663.96

(e)
3,983.10

(g)
4,027.98

$87,675.04

Acreage
of cane

cultivated
by new
citizen

laborers

294.1

70

364.1

Estimated
value of cane

under new
citizen members

cultivation
when harvested

(c)
15,243.20

(f)
2,783.20

18,026.40
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Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station*

During the past year the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment
Station has continued its most important lines of investigation in
spite of reduced appropriations. The necessity of reducing the
pineapple acreage to bring the commercial production of pine
apples down to the quantity demanded by the market has raised
the question as to what other crops can be grown successfully on
these lands. The station, in cooperation with the Agricultural
Extension Service, has made extensive potato variety tests which
indicated there are varieties available which can be marketed as
new potatoes on the San Francisco markets during January and
February, at a time when mainland grown potatoes are not avail
able. Mutually helpful cooperative relations have been established
with the Division of Vocational Agriculture of the Department
of Education.

Further work is being done in the breeding of pigeon peas
for forage and for human food. The investigations. with vege
tables have included variety tests with sweet potatoes, taro, toma
toes, lettuce, soybeans, and cabbage. A number of green manure
crops have been tested to determine their relative adaptability to
different elevations. Studies have been made of growing coarse
grasses for feeding green to dairy cows and the testing of various
grasses and forage crops for the cattle ranches throughout the
islands, especially at the higher elevations. Very.promising results
were obtained with the marrow-stemmed tree kale, which produced
green feed for poultry at the rate of 550 pounds per day per
acre for a four months' period.

In the dairy husbandry division, 60 animals were maintained
for experimental and breeding purposes. A 15 week feeding
experiment with 8 milch cows did not confirm the opinion held
and practiced by many dairymen in Hawaii, that the feeding of
pmtein up to 50 per cent in excess of that recommended in the
Morrison feeding standards is desirable and necessary for heaviest
milk production. In another 15 week feeding test with 8 milch
cows, pineapple bran, used as a supplement to concentrates and
roughages, proved equally as good as beet pulp. At the prices
current in Honolulu, this resulted in a material saving in feed
costs. The dairy division, as maintained, performs a threefold
function: providing animals for dairy research work; providing
practical experience and instruction for the agricultural students
in the University; furnishing excess young stock not needed to

*Conducted in cooperation with the United States Department of
Agriculture.
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maintain the herd to those desiring to purchase pure-bred registered
stock for dairy or breeding purposes.

The swine herd fulfills the same threefold function as does
the dairy herd. The feeding experiments conducted during the
year indicated the value of cull bananas and papayas as hog feed.
]t was also shown that cane molasses is as effi~ient as barley,
pound for pound, i'n fattening when up to 20 per cent of the
concentrate mixture is fed to hogs having an initial weight of
from 50 to 100 pounds.

The plant nutrition work has been enlarged to include more
of the important food crops. In addition to the laboratory and
greenhouse work, field fertilizer experiments are being carried on
in all the larger islands in cooperation with the Agricultural Ex
tension Service.

Two crops in particular, the Macadamia nut and coffee, have
been given special attention. Perfection of a mechanical cracker,
especially adapted to the Macadamia nut, has marked a distinct
advance in the development of the industry and many phases of
field production, improvement of varieties, and processing of the
nuts are being studied in cooperation with the leaders in the local
industry. The ensuing year will mark the exportation, for the
first time, of the Macadamia nut as a commercial island product.
Investigations are being continued in connection with different
phases of coffee culture in Kona, looking to the lessening of the
costs of production. Record yields no longer mean maximum
profits, and each step in the cultural methods used must be brought
down to the mo~t economical basis. Station field experiments
are already furnishing a basis for better balanced fertilizer
practices, standardization of pruning methods, utilization of coffee
pulp and trash as a composted manure, and the use of cover
crops to eliminate excessive hand hoeing.

Special attention has been given to the development of a
technique and equipment for measuring soil deficiencies and plant
needs by means of the Mitscherlich pot method. Four inexpensive
greenhouses have been devised and constructed and it has been
found possible to grow a wide variety of plants in pots. Fertilizer
requirements for any given crop and soil, as determined by the
pot method, show very close correlation with results of field tests.
Perfection of this method will make available to the farmers of
Hawaii an accurate and economical method of determining the
fertilizer needs for any specific soil and crop. Cooperative
relationships have been established with the Division of Vocational
Agriculture of the Territorial Department of Public Instruction,
looking to the adaptation of this method to its program of work
throughout the islands.

Sterol extraction from avocado oil was successfully t:ffected

r...
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and further studies were made to determine the vitamin D value
both in an irradiated and non-irradiated sterol.

Another special chemical investigation consisted in the deter
mination of the iodine content of a number of Hawaiian-grown
foods and food plants, among them being the edible seaweeds,
or limus, which were found to possess a very high iodine content.

The horticultural division has continued to maintain its
orchards of standard fruits and has made satisfactory progress in
the development of the recently established economic tropical
arboretum, containing block plantings of the less common but
promising tropical fruit and nut trees. Since its establishment
in 1901, this station has tested, or is testing, a total of over 5,700
different lots of various species and varieties of horticultural
trees and plants. Cooperative experiments with numerous suit
ably situated private growers have been under way during the
year on all of the principal islands of the group. In the coffee
growing project, a total of 1,076 seedlings of seven different
varieties or species is being grown for hybridization, budding,
grafting, and culture investigations. The Macadamia is the
most promising nut tree of all those being tested, and several small
orchards of various ages are under study. It appears that it will
be necessary to standardize the variety and topwork all seedling
trees with budwood of a standard variety to facilitate the market
ing of the nuts.

Experiments with akala, or native raspberry, have been con
tinued. The large size of these native raspberries makes them
promising for hybridization with the smaller but better flavored
mainland raspberries. The cultural and propagation studies with
various sorts of citrus fruits have also been continued. The
horticultural work is centered largely at the station in Honolulu
and at the Kona substation on Hawaii, where work is underway
with these crops as well as with avocados, passion fruit, litchi nuts,
cashew nuts, papayas, figs, mangosteens, and numerous other new
or comparatively little known fruits and nuts.

Studies of the nutritive value of Hawaiian-grown food pro
ducts hitherto used largely by the Oriental portion of the popula
tion have been continued in order to determine to what extent
these foods may be used to 'supplement the old Hawaiian and
Occidental foods in the diet of the various races and' racial mix
tures so characteristic of Hawaii. 548 white rats were raised for
use in the feeding tests and 90 young guinea pigs were raised
for use in the scurvy experiments. Vitamin determinations have
been made in connection with the following foods: fresh daikon
(oriental radish), daikon pickled in a paste of salt and rice bran,
green soybeans, fresh pineapple juice, mountain apples, and
guavas. Protein studies of the protein of the pigeon pea have been
continued. A determination of the nutritive value of the opihi,
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a variety of shellfish similar to the Australian limpet, is being
made.

The poultry division maintains a flock of approximately 2,000
chickens, turkeys, and guineas for experimental research, demon
strational, and instructional purposes. Some 1,800 visitors called
at the poultry division for personal consultation and observation
of the work. Striking results have been obtained in vaccinating
young chicks to give them immunity from sorehead (fowl pox)
by the use of a "live virus" vaccine prepared by the poultry
division. Over 60,000 chicks have been vaccinated with the loss
of but one in 20. Cane m.olasses, a by-product in the manufacture
of cane sugar, has been proved to be an economical substitute
for grain for from SO to 15 per cent of the ration for growing
and fattening poultry. The division has proved that turkeys can
be successfully raised in confinement under Hawaiian conditions.
A set of four slightly different models of simple, economical back
yard poultry houses, especially adapted for use on plantations,
has been devised and put into operation. Tree kale (Chow mollier)
has been proved an excellent green feed for poultry.

The moisture-holding properties of certain soils as affected by
their chemical composition as well as their content of organic
matter has been studied during the year.

The work at the Haleakala substation, near Makawao, Maui,
has been supplemented with plantings made at four successively
higher elevations, the elevation intervals being about 1,000 feet.
Only 14 of the SO lots of pigeon peas produced seed at the
Olinda planting. Seed from these 14 lots was gathered and re
planted with the idea of developing a strain which can be grown
successfully at the higher elevations. Of the 87 different lots
of green-manure crops, 27 have been kept for further experiments.
Of these the Blue Lupine and the Black Mauritius velvet bean
are the most promising. Ten varieties of Irish potatoes were
tested at the Haleakala substation and at Olinda. Some 33 species
and varieties of pasture grasses and forage crops were planted at
each of the five di f ferent elevations on the slopes of Haleakala.
Other plantings included numerous variety tests of forage crops,
root crops, cereal crops, vegetables, fruits, nuts, and coffee.
Planting material of various superior strains of field crops, vege
tables, and root crops was given to private cooperators who desired
to make experimental plantings of these particular crops.

]. M. WESTGATE,
Director.
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Report of the Treasurer

I present herewith a summary of the report of the Treasurer
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, in which is set forth

. briefly the financial history of the University for the year and
its financial condition as of June 30, 1933.
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BALANCE SHEET
EXHIBIT A

JUNE-3D, 1933

ASSETS
I. Cur'rent Funds' Assets

A. ,General Funds
Cash .$
Treasury Deposits .
Inventories - Supplies .
Accounts Receivable .

8,979.30
162,387.89
19,877.52
1,959.81

25.00
12,155.24

Total General Funds
B. Restricted Funds

Cash .
Auditor's Office: Current

Account _ : .
Treasury Deposits """"""""""""

Total Restricted Funds

Tbtal Current Funds Assets

573.45

$ 193,204.52

12,753.69

$ 205,958.21

~I

II. Loan Fund Assets
Cash _ .
Notes Receivable .._ .

Total Loan Funds Assets

III. Endowment and Other Non-Expendable Funds Assets
Cash .
Invest~e!1ts ,

Securities .

Total Endowment and Other Non
Expendable Funds Assets

2,864.94
9,813.28

47.82

7,000.00

12,678.22

7,047.82

IV. P.lant Funds Assets
A. Unexpended

Cash .__ _ ~ .
Treasury Deposits .

923.97
2,487.07

Total Unexpended """
B. Invested in Plant

Educational Plant (Total) 2,176,440.67
Work-in-Progress _..... 2,828.85

Total Invested in Plant

Total Plant Funds Assets

V. Agency Funds Assets
Cash .
Investments _ .

Total Agency Funds Assets

Total Assets

3,411.04

2,179,269.52 l-

I

2,182,680.56
.-!~

1,920.72 ~ ..
6,408.66 '-~

8,329.38
~'

$2,416,694.19
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BALANCE SHEET
EXHIBIT A

JUNE 30, 1933

LIABILITIES

$ .205,958.21

12,753.69

$ 193,204.52

12,753.69

431.68
11,793.01
9;612.64

171,367.19

B. Restricted
Funds, per schedule B-3 .

-----
Total Restricted Funds

Total Current Liabilities and Funds

I. Current Liabilities and Funds

A. General
Reserves $
Working Capital .
Deferred Credits .
Unappropriated Surplus

Total General Funds

( II. Loan Funds

Loanable Principal (per Exhibit C)

Total Loan Funds .

12,678.22

12,678.22

III. Endowment and Other Non-Expendable Funds

Endowment Funds, per Exhibit D
Income designated for Student Aid
Income designated for prizes and awards

5,547.82
1,500.00

Total Endowment and Other Non-Expendable Funds 7,047.82

3,411.04

IV. Plant Liabilities and Funds

A. Unexpended, per Exhibit E-l.. .

Total Unexpended

B. Invested in Plant
Net Investment in Plant,

per Exhibit E-2 2,179,269.52

3,411.04

Total Investment in Plant 2,179,269.52

Total Plant Liabilities and Funds 2,182,680.56

V. Agency Funds
Agency Funds, per Exhibit F .

Total Agency Funds

Total Liabilities and Funds

8,329.38

- 8;329.38

. $ 2,416,694.19
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STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS

EXHIBIT B

Ilance at beginning of year, July 1, 1932.................. $ 113,749.25

.fd:
Current Educational and General Income,

per Schedule B-1, Section (1) , $ 726,460.43
fncome of Auxiliary Enterprises,

per Schedule B-1, Section (2) 50,167.79
[ncome for Other Non-Educational purposes,

per Schedule B-1, Section (3)................................ 3,084.33
Dther receipts increasing current funds.................... . 779,712.55

893,461.80

D!duct:

Current Educational and General Expenditures,
per Schedule B-2, Section (1)................................ 652,437.14

E:xpenditures of Auxiliary Enterprises,
per Schedule B-2, Section (2) 46,659.85

Dther Non-Educational Expenses,
per Schedule B-2, Section (3)................................ 2.867.56

General Funds transferred to Plant Funds,
Exhibit E-1 _........................ 7,269.37

-<\uxiliary enterprises funds transferred to Plant
Funds, Exhibit E-I .

'\Other items decreasing current funds _................ 107.00

Balance at end of year, to Exhibit A, Section (1) ....

709,340.92

$ 184,120.88

4"

*Refund to estate of deceased $22.00 and transfer of Kona building
rna\erial sale to Territorial General Fund $85.00.

1-.(



453,773.91

UNIVERSITY oF' HAWAII

STATEMENT OF CURRENT INCOME
SCHEDULE B-1

1. Educational and General

Student Fees (net) $ 205,118.54
Public Appropriations

Federal............................................ $ 126,555.35
Territorial $ 371,094.89

Less lapses 43,876.33

Net Territorial.......................... 327,218.56

61

Gifts and Grants from Private Sources
Grants from Foundations 32,092.50
Other Gifts 3,321.31

Sales and Services of Educational Departments

35,413.81

Total Effective Income to Exhibit B

.~

~.

~

..... II.

-'"'~

~ '.y

Extension .
Hawaii Experiment Station .
Visual Education .
Library fines .
T. C. Training School .
Dramatics .

Other Sources
Tenant Properties and Rentals .
Sale of Publications .
Interest on Current Deposits .

Federal .$ 701.39
General.................... 513.04

Sundry Receipts .

Auxiliary Enterprises and Activities

Aquarium .
Book Store .
Cafeteria .
Dormitories .
Theatre Guild .

Total to Exhibit B .

4,162.68
15,858.16
1,413.88

961.44
2,012.00

212.00

4,531.51
1,029.73
1,214.43

758.34

24,620.16

7,534.01

3,485.85
23,646.74
15,584.33
4,082.37
3,368.50

$ 726,460.43

50,167.79

III. Other Non-educational Income

Scholarships
Endowment Income .
Gifts and Interest .

Miscellaneous
Rat Eradication (Kona) ,.

Total to Exhibit B .

360.54
2,698.79 3,059.33

25.00

$ 3,084.33



62 . FINANCIAL REPORT

STATEMENT OF CURRENT EXPENDITURES
SCHEDULE B-2

I. Educational and General
Administration and General Expense

General Administrative Offices
President's Office $
Business Office : .
Registrar's Office .
Dean of Women .

12,288.82
14,889.13

7,157.49
4,537.09 $ 38,872.53 <

General Expense
Publications .
Publicity and Institutional

Memberships .
Commencement and Public

Occasions .
Student Welfare and Alumni

Relations .
Central Stenographic Office .

5,597.17

5,278.92

292.25

6,445.22
5,630.71 23,244.27 $ 62,116.80

Resident Instruction and Departmental
Research
Teacher's College .
Colleges of Arts and Science and

Applied Science .
Department of Physical Welfare .
Summer Session .

Organized Research
Psychological Clinic .
Hawaii Experiment Station .
Rockefeller Research _ .
Other Research .

Extension
Agricultural Extension .

General .
Restricted .

Other .Extension .
Visual Edttcation .

Libraries
General ~ .
Restricted

.Operation' and Maintenance of
Physical Plant
Administration and Sundry

Services .
Operation of Buildings and Care

of Equipment .
Repair of Buildingsaftd

Equipment .
Care and Maintenance of Grounds

,;: Total to Exhibit B. .

68,639.38
1,581.58

63,905.30

211,791.55
13,655.94
29,139.13

10,164.86
51,543.12
26,865.11

6,664.97

70,220.96

21,549.46
1,793.28

32,471.39
76.19

16,090.57

12,437.70

11,208.46
10,742.35

318,491.92

4
95,238.06 ...:

\..4.

I....

<
r

93,563.70
~- l

......

32,547.58
,......

d ........

r
\-

50,479.00 e"

652,437.14
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U NIVF:RSITY OF HAWAll

II. AuxHiary Enterprises and Activities

Aquarium .
Book Store .
Cafeteria _ .
Dormitories _ .
Theatre Guild __ ._._. __ .

Total to Exhibit B ~ _._ .

III. Other Non-Educational Expense

Scholarships, Prizes and Awards
From Endowment _ .
From Gifts and Income._ .

Total to Exhibit B _ .

5.,703.28
17,783.60
16,402.83
.4,202.43
2,567.71

374.26
2,493.30

$

63

46,659.85

2,867.56



STATEMENT OF RESTRICTED EXPENDABLE FUNDS

SCHEDULE B-3

~

Balance Income for Expended and Balance at

Endowment Income:
Beginning Year to Included in End of Year
of Year Schedule B·t Schedule B·2 Exhibit A

For Non-Educational Purposes
Chinese Community Scholarship ...................................... $ I4·7° $ 175.00 $ 150.00 $ 10.30
Stephen Spaulding Scholarship ........................................ 35.40 149.80 150.00 35.20
Dean Prize Fund .................................................................... 70.93 25.74 *74.26 22.41
Charles Eugene Banks Prize Fund ................................ 10.00 10.00 ~

>-l

Z
Gifts: 91.63 360.54 *374.26 77.91 >

Z
For Educational Purposes (")

f-I

Rockefeller Research ............................................................ 5,601.30 30,000.00 26,865.11 t8,736.19 >
t"1

Barstow Foundation ............................................................ 2,092.50 2,092.50
~Japanese Book Fund ............................................................ 1,818.76 76.19 1,742.57 tr1

Wakabayashi Fund .............................................................. 1,502.55 1,502.55 '"d
0

5,601.30
~

For Non-Educational Purposes 35,413.81 29,033.80 11,981.31 l-i

Scholarship Donations
Associated Women Students ............................................ 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Wakaba Kai ............................................................................ 50.00 100.00 50.00 100.00
Yang Chung H ui ......................................................._....... 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
H ui Pookela ..................................._....................................... 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
Chinese Students Alliance .................................................. 300.00 300.00
D. A. R. Aloha Chapter ...................................................... 200.00 200.00
Hawaiian Girls Club (y.W.C.A.) .................................... 100.00 100.00
Hilo· Chamber of Commerce ............................................ 100.00 100.00
Ke Anuenue ......................................................"'.""'.""."" ... 100.00 50.00 50.00
Stephen Spaulding- Appreciation ........................................ 25.00 25.00

'\
'

<' \ 1
-;;

!, '\ I'
~

( '" .. ~" .. -f 1-" 1, ~. t" ~
...... j. ~

.4 .~
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Prince Fushimi .
Japanese Women's Univer~ity Club .
American Association of University Women .
Anonymous ............•.............................._ .
M. D. Frear .
Phi Beta Kappa _ __ .
Johnston Ross
Anonymous .
Scholarship Interest Fund .

Other Restricted Donations

Rat Eradication (Kona)

Other:

Rat Eradication Offset (G-5661) : .

300.00 300.00
100.00 100.00
250.00 250.00
400.00 333.30 66.70
175.00 175.00
100.00 100.00
100.00 85.00 15.00
125.00 125.00

40.05 23.79 25.00 38.84--
$ 290.05 $ 2,698.79 $ 2,493.30 $ 495.54

d
1,730.51 25.00 1,581.58 173.93 Z

I-l
<:
!'j.
i::tlen
I-l

25.00 25.00 I-i
t<
0
Io:j.

~
:>-
~
:>-
I-l
I-l

*$54.26 transferred to Dean Prize Endowment Fund-See Exhibit D.
tPsychological Research, $4,784.61; Sociological. Research, $3,078.56; Biological Research, $873.02. 0\

(Jl.



STATEMENT OF LOAN FUNDS
EXHIBIT C

~

SUPPORTING SCHEDULE

Balance at Beginning of Year _ _ _ .
Additions during year:

Receipts
Gifts and Grants from private sources
Earnings on investment (interest)
Public Appropriations

Other additions

Total
Deductions during year:

Legislative withdrawal, Act 7, S. S. S. L. 1932 _ __ _ __ .

Balance at end of year, to Exhibit A, Section 11.. _ _ _ .

Harriet Wheeler Westgate Fund _ .
Representatives Club Fund
Alumni Fund _ _ _
Revolving Fund (Territorial)
Teachers College Fund
Moir-Ross Fund ..."_.""
Helen Strong Carter Dental Fund_ _ _
Senior Loan Fund _ _ .
George Lamy Loan Fund _ _ __ _..

Loan Funds

f~ .......

930.35

--
14,395.36 ~

I-l

Z
1,717.14 >

Z
(")

12,678.22 I-l

>
t"

~
~
I'd

Balance 0
End l:':l

of Year Ioi

$ 342.60
150.00
216.44

7,450.00
1,431.66

. 1,290.68
1,337.89

158.74
300.21

12,678.22

$ 13,465.01

~" ~
~;.,

$ 633.74
296.61

~~ .

Other Deduct-
Additions tions

$ $

175.00
1,717.14

158.74
300.00
-- --
633.74 1,717.14

•_....A

Balance
Beginning Receipts
of Year for Year

$ 338.26 $ 4.34
150.00

40.08 1.36
8,990.00 177.14
1,401.45 30.21
1,256.30 34.38
1,288.92 48.97

.21
-

13,465.01 296.61

4ft~

4.(, L
t

\;."t)
"-"\
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STATEMENT OF ENDOWMENT AND OTHER NON-EXPENDABLE FUNDS
EXHIBIT D

Balance at Beginning of Year - .
Receipts:

Gifts and Grants from Private Sources .
Earnings and Profit on Investment credited to principal account .

Other Additions:
Transferred from Current Funds _ .

$ 500.00
186.74

54.26

$6,306.82

686.74

54.26

SUPPORTING SCHEDULE

Balance at end of year, to Exhibit A, Section III .

Fund and Purpose

Chinese Community Trust .
(Income designated for scholarships)

Stephen Spaulding Trust .
(Income designated for Scholarships)

Dean Prize Fund .
(Income designated for Honor Awards)

Charles Eugene Banks Trust .
(Income designated for Honor Awards)

"'Profit on Investment.

7,047.82

Balance Balance
Beginning Receipts Other Deduct· End
of Year for Year Additions tions of Year

$3,047.82 $ $ $ $3,047.82

2,500.00 2,500.00

759.00 54.26 *186.74 1,000.00

500.00 .500.00
--

6,306.82 54.26 686.74 7,047.82

cj
Z

~
j;:Ij
en
1-1
I-i
~

o
~

P::
>
~
>
1-1
1-1

0\
'!



68 FINANCIAL REPORt

STATEMENT OF UNEXPENDED PLANT FUNDS

EXHIBIT E-l

,

-<
Balance at Beginning- of Year .

Additions during- year:
Receipts for Plant Extensions

Gifts and Grants from Private Sources
Men's Faculty Club $ 141.00
Student Swimming Tank Bleachers

Donation ,...................................... 200.00

Interest earned (Varney Memorial and
Bleacher Fund) .

Amount transferred from Current Funds
From General Funds (Exhibit B) 7,269.37
From Auxiliary Enterprises and

Activities Funds (Exhibit B) .

$3,405.76

341.00

80.86

7,269.37

11,096.99

-..'

Deductions during Year

Expended for Plant Extensions
Improvements to Land .
Additions to Existing Buildings
New Equipment .
W ork-in-Progress

New Buildings .
Building Additions .
Improvements other than

Buildings .
Land Improvements .

$1,802.45
181.35

1,294.99
1,544.53

$ 587.68
871.63

1,403.32

4,823.32 7,685.95

Total Unexpended Plant Funds, to Exhibit A, Section IV *3,411.04

*Varney Memorial, $923.97; Founders' Gate, $2,487.07.

j.

•
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J U NIVERSI'I'Y OF HAWAII

STATEMENT OF FUNDS INVESTED IN PLANT

EXHIBIT E-2

69

Va1ue of Plant at Beginning of year............ $ 2,807.931.73

Additions during year:
Expended from Plant Funds,

Schedule E-1 $ 7,685.95
Expended from Educational and General

Funds and included in Schedule B-2,
Section (1) 18,947.63

Expended from Auxiliary Enterprises
and Activities Funds and included in
Schedule B-2, Section (2) ,..... 45.58

Property Donations 6,658.08
Property and Improvements hitherto

unrecorded 21,889.34 55,226.58

2,863,158.31

Deductions during year:
Release of Waimanalo Training School
Land withdrawal and Revaluation .
Property worn out or otherwise

disposed of .

48,899.62
633,928.50

1,060.67 683,888.79

Value of plant at end of year (Exhibit A, Section IV).... $2,179,269.52



PLANT ASSETS
(See Schedule E-2)

~

Total Land Value .
Land Improvements .

Total Land and Improvements .

Buildings and Improvements

Concrete Fireproof Buildings and Improvements .
Wood Buildings and Improvements .
Structures and Improvements .
Work-in-Progress

Total Buildings, Structures and Improvements .

Equipment and Livestock

Instructional and Other
Library Stock .
Livestock

Land

Land of Puahia

Alvarez Property .
Highland Park .
Kapaakea Tract

Waahila Tract .
Kapiolani Park Lots 127-128 .
Honuanio-North Kona-Hawaii....
Ocean View Tract-Lot 24, Blk. 62
Huinalani Home Site .

Date
Acquired

1/17/11

3/26/15
7/29/15
6/ 3/27

12/15/28
2/14/30
4/ 8/30
5/28/30

11/ 7/32

Executive
Order

3-391-401
492-501
28
34
278-279
376-543
348-549-580
390
407
414
553

Area

28.72
2.65

63.114

24.55
193.93

.77
3.28

.16
2.06

$

Value

65,026.00
6,000.00

63,103.50

196,400.00
15,035.00
33,625.00

872.00
2,400.00

35,000.00

$ 417,461.50
72,374.18

846,434.34
213,337.98

18,417.64
2,828.85

331,046.54
257,875.00

19,4!!>3.49

$ 489.835.68

1,081,018.81

~
~

Z
)-

Z
()

>
t"l

~
.t:rj.
~o
~

Total Equipment and Livestock

Total Invested in Plant, to Exhibit A, Section IV .

608,415.03
---

$ 2.179,269.52

i. .,.. ~: l"t '\ ~ (. " ~_ rJ ..... I.. ~ ~
/



UNIVtRSITY 01" HAWAII 71:

STATEMENT OF AGENCY FUNDS

EXHIBIT F

~
!

Balance at Beginning of Year .
Less dishonored check .

Receipts:

Student Fees .
Athletics

Gross Receipts $ 1,489.82
Less Share to Teams 568.78

Advertising .
R. O. T. C. (Federal Commutation) .
Other .

Total

$ 2,487.56
15.00

$ 2,472.56

13,520.10

921.04

2,670.01
1,414.66

143.25 18,669.06

21,141.62

Disbursements:

Associated Students, University of Hawaii
A. S. U. H. (General) .
Athletics .
Ka Leo 0 Hawaii _ .
Ka Palapala .
Forensics .

1,887.95
6,897.31
2,583.06
6,432.62

5.30 17,806.24

Other
R. O. T. C. 1,414.66 19,220.90

Ba'lance at end of year, to Exhibit A, Section V.................................................... $ 1,920.72

SUPPORTING SCHEDULE

1,920.72

Balance

$ 3,210.61
291•2 7
410.15

1,679.47
270.70

Expenditures

$ 1,887.95
7,466.09
2,583.06
6,432.62

5.30
1,414.66

19,789.68

Balance at End of Year to Exhibit A, Section V .
Investments (A. S. U. H.)
Fixed Trust Shares 308.66
Stadium Stock c _........ 6,100.00

Balance Distribution
Organization Beginning Earnings of Student

of Year Fees

A. S. U. H. -_ ...-................ ---_ ... -- $ 2,472.56 $ 143.25 $ 2,482.75
Athletics ---_ ........... _--- ........... - ............. 1,489.82 5,685.00
Ka Leo 0 Hawaii ........... _....... 1,300.46 1,692.75
Ka Palapala ---..... _...-............ _----- 1,369.55 3,383.60
Forensics ................._.... __ ...._.... _-_ .. _-_ .. 276.00
R. O. T. C. .............. _- ......_... -------- 1,414.66

2,472.56 5,717.74 13,520.10
\

",,>

Total Investments .., .

Total Agency Funds, to Exhibit A, Section V .

6,408.66

$ 8,329.38



UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII SUMMARY STATEl\IENT

June 30, 1933

EXHIBIT G

t:j

Balance Receipts All Balance
Brought and Earnings Total Expend· Deduct· Carried Lapses
Forward Allotments itures tio'ns Forward

Territorial Appropriations
G-5661 ........................................$233,802.21 $ $ $ 233,802.21 $213,268.86 $ 19,224.05 $ 25.00 $1,284.30
G-5618 ........................................ 56,732.68 56,732.68 56,578.44 154.24
G-56181 ....... , ....... --_ ........._- .. -_ .... -- ...... _-_ ....... 80,560.00 80,560.00 39,057.48 40,280.00 1,222.52 f:I:1

H

Federal Allotments and Offsets Z
>

Morrill Nelson Fund ................ 112.63 50,000.00 412.91 50,525.54 50,244.75 112.17 168.62 z
Smith-Lever & Sup!. S. L....... 4,090.90 28,183.24 197.40 32,471.54 28,031.99 197.40 4,242.15 ()

H

Capper-Ketcham Fund ............ 21,955.21 21,955.21 18,479.80 3,475.41 >
t'i

Hatch -.................... __ ...... -... __ .. _--_ ....... _- ............. 15,000.00 15,000.00 14,919.17 80.83
::dAdams ........ _- .............................................. _.... -- .. 9,000.00 9,000.00 9,000.00

A. E. S. Contingent ................ 845.33 311.68 1,157.01 332.35 824.66
,ttj.
"'d

H. E. S. Contingent ................ 189.66 41.37 231.03 91.00 15.10 124.93 0
l1::l

Territorial Offset ...................... 1,775.95 19,224.05 62.70 21,062.70 20,064.73 62.70 935.27 8

University Funds
5-5686 ........................'................ 107,140.24 324,955.82 432,096.06 255,132:79 107.00 176,856.27
5-3576 (R. E.) .......................... 1,730.51 25.00 1,755.51 1,581.58 173.93
Trust ............................................ 381.68 2,698.79 360.54 3,441.01 2,867.56 573.45
Loan ........................... _......... -.......... -........................... 13,465.01 633.74 296.61 14,395.36 12,678.22 1,717.14
Agency (A. S. U. H.) .............. 2,472.56 18,669.06 21,141.62 19,220.90 1,920.72
Endowment (non-

7,047.82expendable) .......................... 6,306.82 554.26 186.74 7,047.82
Plant (Varney) ........................ 888.11 35.86 923.97 923.97

Totals............................ 429,934.29 227,834.29 345,530.69 1,003,299.27 728,871.40 59,935.72 209,178.68 5,313.47

1. l~. ">_ ~
"!
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